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To:

From:

Subject:

OFFICE OF#TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

Oct 15, 1971

Tom

Jack Thornell

Aerosat

Due to the level at which the aeronautical satellite
issue is now being discussed, I consider it appropriate
that you have a quick reference file of the critical

correspondence on the program. The#following is a list-

ing and short summary of the correspondence that is
attached.

A. The OTP policy statement, January 7, 1971

B. A letter from Don Rice (OMB) to Whitehead,

stating OMB concurrence with the Jan 7 policy statement.

C. Letter to Jack Shaffer from Whitehead, defining

four critical policy points to be followed in the

negotiations with the Europeans.

D. Letter from Jim Beggs (DOT) to George Shultz,

requesting approval of the program. (This was prior to

the start of the European meetings.)

E. Letter from Don Rice (OMB) to Jim Beggs (DOT),

responding to Beggs' June 1 letter. (This letter is the

source justification of the DOT embarking on a joint

international program -- see paragraph 2.)

F. Letter from John Volpe to Rogers -- Rogers had

sent Volpe a letter requesting that DOT incorporate

international participation in the program and Volpe's
response stated that DOT is being guided by the OTP
policy of Jan 7.
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G. Letter to U. Alexis Johnson from Whitehead,

asking for views on the program as a result of the Madrid

meetings. Identical letters were sent to Jim Beggs and

Jack Shaffer

H. Response from Jack Shaffer and Jim Beggs to the
Whitehead letter of August 12.

I. Response from State Department (Bert Rein) to

Whitehead's letter of August 12.

J. Letter to Jack Shaffer from Clay Whitehead,

directing that discussions should be postponed until a

policy review is completed.

K. Response from Shaffer to Whitehead's letter of

Sep 17, stating that the FAA intends to continue on their

present course of action.

L. Letter to Jack Shaffer from Mansur, requesting

that the FAA clarify to ESRO that the proposed arrange-

ments are tentative and that further review is necessary.

M. Response from Shaffer to Mansur's letter of

September 24.

N. Letter to Ed David from Clay Whitehead, soliciting

the OST views of the program. (Identical letter sent to

Peter G. Peterson.)

0. Letter from Ed David to Tom Whitehead, giving OST

views on the program.

P. Response from Peter G. Peterson to Whitehead's

letter of September 24.

Q. Letter to Don Rice (OMB) from Jim Beggs (DOT),

requesting approval of the joint international program,

dated October 7, 1971.
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R. Letter from Joe Charyk (COMSAT) to Whitehead,

with an attachment,giving the COMSAT views on the joint

international program.

S. A letter from John Keyes (COMSAT) to Jack Young

(OMB),giving further views of COMSAT on the joint inter-

national program.

T. A letter from J. Francis Taylor (Aeronautical

Radio, Inc.), giving the airline views on the aerosat

program.

U. Memorandum for Flanigan from Whitehead, stating

the OTP position on Aerosat.

JT

Attachment

cc: Dr. Mansur



PROGRAM:

The purpose is to provide improved communications and

ultimately navigation for over ocean commercial air traffic control.

October 19, 1971

AEROSAT

The program consists of two phases: pre-operational

beginning in 1973 which will transition to Operational (mandatory) by

1980.

Current plans are for two satellites over each of the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, to be followed in the late 70's with additional

satellites to provide world coverage.

4. Costs estimates for the program range from less than $75 M

(Hughes) to $140 M (FAA/ESRO. )

Although the focus is currently on FAA ATC utilization, it is

expected that a properly conceived system would provide major new

(04.r0° 1̂t))services to the Maritime community as well.

ADMINISTRATION POLICY:

. Plans for an aeronautical satellite have been discussed since

1966, but technical and institutional problems prohibited initiation of

the program.
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Between 1966 and 1970 two competing programs evolved: an

FAA/COMSAT lease arrangement and a NASA/ESRO research and

development program.

OTP undertook a policy review in October 1970 which lead

to enunciation of the Administration Policy on 7 January 1971.

Principal features of the policy are:

a. Delegated full re ponsibility to the FAA thereby killing

A
the NASA/ESRO program.

b. Required the Government to lease services from the

private sector by competitive bid.

c. Required institutional arrangements to be consistent with
"1""44.0....•~"'"".

deployment of a multiple user system, and

Encouraged international cooperation where consistent

with other objectives.

STATUS: 

1. By letter of 11 June, OMB asked the FAA to explore international

participation.

2. This lead to FAA/ESRO discussions starting in July and

continuing to the present.
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A tentative draft memorandum of understanding has been

prepared by the FAA and ESRO which:

a. Provides for the Europeans to contribute 50% of the
woman.

program cost which is estimated at $125-140 M.

b. Requires unanimity between the US and ESRO in all

program decisions which, in effect, provides veto power to any )41

member of ESRO.

c. Requires that production be shared with the Europeans

on a 50-50 basis.

ilminommlimmomminelsolameift.

d. Requires 50% ownership of the enterprise by the Europeans.

?"lt -41/4f
4

The draft Memorandum of Understanding is scheduled to be

(,e4

I

signed by the FAA and ESRO on 3 November.

RESULTS:

(9)

.01 p-r-P

1. US aerospace industry and common cartersi  received the

Administration Policy of 7 January very favorably, and initial

indications were that five firms planned to bid the program on a

lease-service basis. These five were: COMSAT, RCA GLOBCOM,

Hughes, Philco Ford, and GE.
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As presently structured in the draft Memorandum of Under-

standing, the U.S. aerospace industry and common carriers have,

stated that they cannot provide leased services because of the absence

of investment incentives and the "bizarre institutional arrangements.

3. Accordingly, the FAA is now requesting a Government owned

system with 50% ownership by the FAA and 50% ownership by ESRO.

POSITIONS:

The FAA and State Department support the program.

OST, Pete Peterson, and NASC have major problems with

the Memorandum of Understanding, but are uncertain as to what steps

should be taken at this time.

0 NSC also has serious problems with the Memorandum of
Understanding, but does not believe the issues are sufficiently

important to be addressed by NSC.

0 The U . communications carriers strongly oppose the

Memorandum of Understanding since it precludes a private sector

offering of a major new communication service.
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(0 Most of the aerdp!iipace_ladug.4.y opposes the Memorandum of

Understanding because of the awkward management and procurement

provisions.

The international air carriers, both U.S. and foreign, are

unalterably opposed to the FAA/ESRO program and have currently

mounted a campaign in Congress to stop the program. Congressman

McFall of the House Subcommittee on Transportation plans to hold

hearings on the proposed FAA/ESRO program the week of 18 October.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

11, 
As presently structured, the program should be disapproved

•

on the basis that it is inconsistent with Administration policy.

Alter the program to provide incentives for private sector

development.

Try to establish an international "coordinated" program

rather than a "joint" program.

If 3., is not possible, proceed with deployment in the Pacific

where the U.S. has unilateral ATC responsibility and work towards

extension of the system to the Atlantic in 1974-1975.
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Accelerate the program to realize employment opportunities

by summer of 172.

•
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WA.S1-1INGTON. D.C. 20504

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT POLICY
ON

SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
FOR

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION OPERATIONS

January 7, 1971

I
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The rapid increase in aircraft traffic densities, the introduction of larger
passenger aircraft on international overseas routes, and the limitations
of existing communications channels make. it increasingly clear that im-
proved telecommunications will be required for air traffic control to speed
the flow of traffic and to assure aircraft safety.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has defined and stated the
general quantity and quality of the telecommunication services that will be
needed to support expected future air traffic control operations. Specific
requirements have been established for voice and data communications and
for automatic reporting of aircraft position information over both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in the early 1970's. The FAA also anticipates
an operational requirement for independent surveillance in the lz.te 1970's
or early 1980's.

It is clear that the provision of these services is in the public and national
interest. There is broad consensus in both government and the private
sector that satellites offer technically and economically the most practicable
method to meet the requirements in a reliable way. This policy statement
is provided to establish guidelines that will permit the effective, efficient,

0 d orderly progress of a national program to provide the needed services.
OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this policy are to:

•

1. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viability of
international civil aviation.

2. Promote the timely and useful application of technological
advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic tele-
communications for air traffic control, operational control,
and search and rescue.

3. Assure that program institutional arrangements are responsive
to the requirements of the users, compatible with the evolving
National Aviation System, and consistent with the foreign policy
objectives and commitments of the United States.

4. Encourage international cooperation in research, development,
and applications programs within an institutional framework
which assures effective utilization of resources.
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5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such as
independent surveillance and navigation.

6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs and
encourage the use of facilities available from the private
sector.

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Pre-operational use and evaluation of voice communications should be
implemented in the Pacific in 1973 and Atlantic in 1975. Pre-operational
deployment of data link communications .and automatic reporting of air-
craft position will be promoted in the Atlantic and Pacific in 1975. Feasi-
bility demonstration of independent surveillance in an Air Traffic Controlenvironment will be promoted in the Pacific in 1973, with subsequent
transition to a pre-operational evaluation in the Pacific and Atlantic in
the post-1975 time period.

t is the Government's policy to promote use of the UHF frequency band
ear 1600 MHz in the operational system. This will alleviate serious

spectrum congestion at VHF frequencies, permit early achievement of
the benefits of independent surveillance, and accords with foreign Adminis-
tration preferences. Use of UHF rather than VHF in the pre-operational
system will avoid economic, technical, and operational difficulties -- both
domestic and international -- which would result from a later transition
from a VHF system to the UHF band.. In support of.this objective, the
Government will utilize UHF for air,traffic•control:_purposes in the pre-
operational system.

To assure orderly growth and efficient deployment of aeronautical satellitesystems, implementation of initial systems should be compatible with long-term objectives. Communications in the wide sense and reliable knowledgeof aircraft position will continue to be essential parameters in the air
traffic control system. The Federal Aviation Administration's NationalAviation System Ten-Year Plan (1971-1980) and studies recently completedby the President's Science Advisory Committee suggest that the long-termrole of communications in air traffic control will involve automatic datacollection, data processing, control, and display utilizing digital data linksand digital processing techniques. Preoperational satellite communicationand surveillance systems in the Pacific and Atlantic oceanic areas should be
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designed and phased in coordination with the domestic plan to assure inter-
operability between the international and domestic systems with the con-
sequent economies and operational advantages.

MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

Development of an effective national program requires unambiguous
leadership. Accordingly, the Department of Transportation (DOT), as
the Federal agency with statutory operational obligations, is to be the
lead management agency and to assume responsibility for defining require-
ments, program budgeting, and management of pre-operational and opera-
tional systems activity.

In order to assure that the broad spectrum of space activities supported
by the Government is effectively utilized and not duplicated, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is expected to conduct
independent research and development on technologies which have broad
application and, under the management and budget of the Department of
Transportation, to provide other technical support unique to transporta-
tion applications. Both the DOT and NASA should give consideration to

Othe desirability of conducting fundamental research on competing tech-
nologies in order to assure that continuing system development is making
full and economic utilization of technological possibilities.

Because the program heavily involves the international community and
must be conducted in accord with treaty obligations and other pertinent
inter-governmental agreements, the Department of State will exercise
its responsibility to assure effective and.timely coordination with
foreign Administrations and international organizations. Through the
Department of State, the Department of Transportation as the manage-
ment agency should seek international utilization of the pre-operational
system and should initiate cooperative activity with other nations to
establish an operational system in the Atlantic and Pacific oceanic
areas by 1980.

It is possible that a single system combining the functions of communi-
cations and position fixing to support both maritime and aviation services
would permit economic benefits in a worldwide operational system. The
DOT should work with appropriate government agencies to explore the
feasibility and desirability of such an approach.



ECONOMIC ARRANGEMENTS

The two broad classes of potential users of an aeronautical satellite system

are the aviation administrations responsible for air traffic control in the
various International Civil Aviation Organization world regions and the air-

lines flying international oceanic air routes. Substantial economic resources
are required to develop and deploy an aeronautical satellite system, and
there are economic benefits to be derived from combining government and
airline requirements in both the Atlantic and Pacific ocean areas into a
single program. The DOT should actively encourage arrangements for use
of a common system by all segments of the aviation community which dis-
tributes financial responsibilities equitably among users.

The Government shall utilize commercial telecommunications facilities
and services to the maximum extent feasible in both pre-operational and
operational systems.

Owe,
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

DEC 2 9 1970

The Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director., Office of Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the. President

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Tow:

As requed by Dr. Mansur, we have reviewed the draft policy

paper, find it in accord with the sense of the Working Group,

and have no objection to release of the substantive findings

contained in the policy document.

_

We would, however, stress two points concerning presentation

to the agencies and to the public. The proposed summary should

be revised to reflect these points. To avoid speculation that

the policy encourages duplicative Federal facilities or responsi-

biliticL, or that NASA's statutory R&D and consultative re is1111,lieii eemphasiLd, Lhe thumary should Leuvyui4e NASA 'b pLimaly

role in satellite technology. Similarly, since the policy sub-

stantially changes the two system approach proposed by NASA and

FAA, the summary should state that the economic viability of an

aerosat ,fstem is dependent upon combining requirements inLo a

single program which equitably distributes financial responsi-

bility among all users. Editorial comments have been provided

to your staff.

The Executive Office Working Group on Aeronautical Satellite

Systems contributed directly to the budget process. This

evolving policy position should provide Federal agencies and

industry with a focal point for more balanced program planning.

Your efforts in convening this worthwhile undertaking have

been most helpful. .

•

Sincerely,

onald B. Rice

Assistant Director
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JUL 1 2 17

Honorable Jack H. Shaffer
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Department of Transportation
,r1::hington, D.C. 20353

Dear Mr. Shaffer:

. To clarify existing telecommunications policy and to incorpor-
7,t6 other fnetorr; of .national interest Yhich affect the proram,
the following policy guidance is provided for formulation of
a U.S. negotiating position for the forthcoming European
meetings:

1. All activity should proceed forthrightly toward a
decision in early August to proceed with a joint international
program or an independent program during or immediately after
the Madrid meetings.

. .u.. 1:ccis tnvro must be a multiplk-.1 u:!or sat-
ellite communications system to provide those aeronautical
communications services recluired by the FAA in the operational
system. Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite pro-

is %Lily -irsc scop t:owa.cu t:1-13 esta.olisliment ol sucn a
system and could establish many precedents, the institutional,
technical and financial arrangements of a joint pre-operational
international aerosat program should be consistent with this
longer term goal. The possibility of a multiple user system
in the pro-operational system should not be precluded until

such time as it would cause significant delay in the aerosat
program.
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3. The policy of the U.S. is ownershin of communica-
tions systems in tha private sector; accordin,4y, thn
ownership of the U.S. portion o both the pre-operwtional
and operational systems must be in the private sector.
Although our foreign counterparts typically provide communi-
cations vith government-awned systems, we should encourage
the Europeans to adopt a private ownership approach for the
aeronautical satellite program.

4. All procurements within a joint international aero-
12.7:utical cltellite pror=sii 11 bc ilitarnational competiti7e
bid.

This office supports n joint interr-T:tiorn1 program estnblished
under existing U.S. policy. This proram can establish U.S.

',:r271t3 in itL:.,raz.:tiol. ioi rorams
that are important to U.S. Government and industry. Althourjh
we reco:inize thz! primary purpose and need for this program is
aeronautical communication for tir arlfety, the negotiations
and any resulting joint program should atune with the sensi-
tivities o..7 issues broader than Aeronautical satellites alone.

nr. Thnrnoll's filcz
Mr. Whitehead (2)
Dr. Mansur

cc: Bert Rein

Sincerely,

‘-/
&ay T. Whitehead





THE SECRETARY OF .TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205O

• JUN '1971 •

Honorable George P. Shultz
Director
Office of Management and Bart
Washington, D. C. 20503 .

410•••

Dear George:

The purpose of this letter is to obtain your approval for a'
far-reaching proposal and plan aimed at providing improved and
essential satellite telecomunication services for air transpor-
tation over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans by the late 1970's.

On January 7, 1971, the Administration, through the Office of
Telecommunications Policy, announced publicly its detailed policy

this field. The policy stent issued at that time hiod= a
number of fuiidaental poiuL.

• •

•
The United States will promote deployment of pre-
operational satellite telecmmunications systems in
the Pacific in 1973 and in the Atlantic in 1975 in
order to ileet the projeLi.ed requirements in those
areas for all- traffic control and other air trans-
portation purposes.

The Department of Transportation (Federal Aviation
Administration) will be the lead management agency
and will assume management responsibility for the
pre-operational and operational systems and services.

Commercial telecomzunications facilities and services
will be employed to the maximum extent feasible in
the pre-operational and operational system.

•
... The UHF frequency band (L-Gand) will be used in both

• the pre-operational and operational systems.

.• The sS,sten should be so designed as to satisfy both
government and airline requireents. in the Pacific
and Atlantic oceanic areas in order to achieve • .
maxim:rieconomics.
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Experimental evaluation of independent surveillance
by satellite should begin with an initial system
deployed in the Pacific and should be followed by
pre-operational evaluation for air-traffic control
purposes after 1975.

41.1.

Through the Department of State, the Department of
Transportation will seek international utilization
of the pre-operationairsystom and begin cooperative
efforts with other nations to establish an operational
system in both oceanic areas by 19CO.

This .statement of policyand planning assumptions was affirmed and
elaborated upon in a letter dated i:iarch 19, 1971, from the Office of
Telecommunications Policy to the Federal Aviation Administrator,
Mr. Shaffer. That letter enclosed a document setting forth a -
proposed National Program on Satellite Telecommunications for
International Civil Aviation Operations. The Department, through
the FAA, has (liven priority attention to developing in more detail
a plan to accomnlish the ohiecLives stated in thr,ce rincumi.N, with
which the Depain'a rull accord. Au dcL;oll- pruy-dm hat, b11
prepared by the FAA which is consistent with the aims and time-
table envisioned in the Administration's stated policy on satellite
telecommunications.

A critical early step in this plan involves the issuance of a
"Request for Proposals" (RFP) to prospective commercial suppliers
of these services. It is our opinion that to meet the established
timetable a contractor must be selected by about January 1972 and
thus the RFP should be issued by July 1 of this year or soon
thereafter. Some $2.7 million is included in the FAA's FY 1972
Uudget for research and development to cover the first year's

.commitment under the prospective contract as well as other related
projects. The contract will be for satellite voice and data link
services over the period of approximately 1974-1900. The first
year's costs in FY 1972 will depend upon the phasing of the lease
payments and could range from a nominal *sum to a few million dollars.

It is estimated that thc total costs of the pre-operational leased
services to 19C0 will not exceed $100 million for the Pacific and

• $75 million _for the Atlantic. The U. S. Government's share could
be considerably less depending upon arrangements reached with the
air carriers involved and with other nations who now share in
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providing oceanic air traffic control services. It is intended
that the U. S. Government's share of the lease costs for this
service will be paid in large measure by the air carriers through
user charges paid into the.Airport/Airway_Trust_Fund for airways
system costs and partly through 'normal user charges for communi-
cation services which are vimarily for the airlines' own'
operational purposes.

The approval of OMB of the 2,2pperal _thrust of our plan will not
only permit us to move ahead pro7tly with the issuance of Request
for Proposals but will also provide the basis for discussions with
the many organizations, both private and governmental, and both
domestic and international, who are involved in this endeavor.

The basic rationale for this national initiative has been set forth
by the Office of Telecounications Policy, but I believe it may be
useful to set out here some of the basic .considerations which are
involved.

1. The'capacity of the oceanic air traffic control serv;Le
in th ..! ALidnLic dnd Pacific is approachimLits limiLs
in terms of the communications demands placed upon it.
All projections of traffic indicate that the volume and
density will significantly exceed the system's capability
to handle it by 1983. Our most recent projections
indicate that telecommunications limitations, inhereii.
in the existing system, will become serious in the Pacific
by about 1973 and in the Atlantic area by 1975.

2. Studies of available alternatives have all pointed to
satellite voice and data link communications as the •
best -- if not the only -- means of achieving improve-
ments in air traffic control service over the oceans.
There is universal agreement that satellite communica-
tions will be essential to an operational system over
both oceans by 1980.

3. This Department strongly concurs in the choice of
L-Band frequencies for the aircraft/satellite link
as being optimum for future development of oceanic
air traffic control and co:!).,unications systems.

4. Our best estimates of the total lease costs of an
operational L-Band system indicate that they are
reasonable in terms of the .cowunicatius improvements
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that will be achieved as compared with other alterna-
tives, none of which appear to be. operationally or
technically as satisfactory or feasible.

5. In addition to the use of the system for telecommuni-
cations, a satellite service could provide an
independent surveUlance capability which may be
desirable for both oceanic and domestic use. This
possibility can be examined in.detail during the early
pre-operational phase of the proposed program. .

6. To provide an improved international air traffic
control capability by 1C23 -- in both oceans and under
ICAO agreeents and standards -- will require a major
effort. It will be necessary to negotiate these
international agreements and standards beginning in
about 1975. ;loreover, avionics and ground system
installations based on these standards should be
started in 1977. Approval of the basic approach now
is necessary if this schedule is to be Met.

lie should not ond9rocrinwrp ttin ru! th?.1. 7.).!?÷, cverco;
- in sustaining U. S. initiative and leadership in this program.

1.1any of the user airlines have reservations about oving for4ard
now with an L-Band satellite system. This results in part from
the premature investments which some have made in airborne VHF
satellite communications equipment. They are also concerned 'that
the total program has not been worked Out and priced out in. the
detail that they would like to see. It is our judgent that this
Simply cannot be done until we have moved further into the pre-
operational system.

.In addition, the current.view of most European countries is that
aeronautical satellite services should be provided by government
investment with an internationally cwned and operated satellite.
We believe that if we can establish at an early point the feasi-
bility and desirability of tins': approac're we are proposing in the
Pacific areia, these views can be changed. 11e do believe, however,
that for the Atlantic.pre-operatienal system, a mixed leased
investment arrangement might turn out to be both feasible and

1 desirable.

in any event, these problems and obstacles in our judgment are by
no v.eans insuperable. What we need, however, is a firm decision



to move forward and, most important, we must proceed rapidly with
arrangements for leased services as we have described earlier.

The foregoing has been a very brief description of our proposal
and the problems which we must address. We are enclosing a booklet
that outlines in more detail the problem, our proposed solution,
and our plan of action. Itis, in all respects, consistent with
the Administration's stated policy and the program as set forth by
the Office of Telecommunications Policy. A decision is particularly
urgent now as the countries o. the Atlantic and Pacific oceanic
areas are pressing strongly for early resolution of the issues.
On June 15, 1971, as a result of arrangements made through the State
Department, representatives of the European Space Research Organiza-
tion (ESO) and memiJer States are meeting here in Washington to
exchange views on issues relating to the aeronautical satellite
program. To prepare for this conference, I believe it would be
most useful to have a full exchange of views among representatives
of this Department, the Department of State, the Office of Management
and Budget, and the Office of Telecommunications Policy. We will be
in touch with you to arrange such a meeting within a week if at all
possible. •

Meanwhile, we will provide your staff and that of the other agencies
principally concerned with a full briefing on our proposals. I am
sending a copy of this letter to the Department of State and the
Office of Telecommunications Policy for their information and advice.

Sincerely,

Jim

Acting Secretary
Enclosures

cc:
Honorable O. Alexis Johnson
Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs

Mr: Clay T. Whitehead7
Director, Office of Telecommunications

. Policy
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ExEcu-nvE. omcE or THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, 0.G. 20503

YEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE JAMES M. BGS
Under Secretary of Transportation

Subject: DOT/FAA Aeronautical Satellite Program

JO 11 1371

•

Ve have reviewed your June 1, 1971, letter Lequesting UAB approval for

a DOT/FAA program to establish oceanic satellite telecommunication

services for air trafiic control by 1930. Ey staff has conducted

follow-up meetings with personnel from DOT/FAA, the Department of

State, National Security Council, Office of Science and Technology,

and the Office of Telecommunications Policy ,in order to understand the

views of all agencies concerned with this project.

We share your belief that satellites provided through leased services

are the best long-term solution to the problems presented by current

communication limitations in the Atl--Lic and Pacific Oceans. We
-

c::plorc thrc., arcs of concei..a Lefo,:a vti,ea6e of

au KIP.

(1) Develonment apnToach. Three questions concerning the

satellite's development require discussion at the staff

level:

▪ Why are two satellites rather than One required for

pre-operational evaluation?

Should the airlines, rather than the Government, fund the

development of the avionics?

• Can NASA's Applications Technology Satellites (ATS-F, ATS-0,
ground simulations, and Department of Defense experience with

communication satellites be substituted for a dedicated

development satellite?

(2) International co-operation. The staffs of the Department of

State, National Security Council, and Office of Science and

Technology see this program as an opportunity to further
international co-operation in line with the President's overall
objectives. We are sympathetic to this view and believe that
the U.S. Government should fully el:4plore the possibilities of
making this an international project before we proceed unilaterally.



(3)

2

Costs. More specific concepts of funding arrangements rImong .
DOT, the airlines, and othcr nations should be worked oat
before the issuance of an RFP in order to insure program
commitment and continuation to prospective contractors. Con-
cerning future year budget requirements, we assume that the
aeronautical satellite has sufficient priority among the

DOT/FAA programs that you are willing, if necessary, to
reprogram funds in 1973 to accomodate future leased costs.

,Miald B. Rice
Assistant Director
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

Honorable William P. Rogers
Secretary of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Secretary:

ZU 1 4 1971

I share your concern regarding the international aspects

of aeronautical satellite services as expressed in your

letter of June 4. We look forward to the June 15 - 17

exploratory talks with the Europeans and representatives

of Canada, Japan, Australia, and the Philippines.

am sure you are n':7 1"e tbnt in thp develonmpnt of the

U.S. aeronautical satellite program, the DepaLLmeui„ uf

Transportation is being guided by the Policy Statement

issued January 7, 1971, by the Office of Telecommunications

Policy.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely,

/s/

-John A. Volpe
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AUG 1 2 1971

Honorable U. Alexis Johnson
Under Secretary for Political Affairs
Department of State
Washington, D. C. 20520

Dear Alex

Recent meetings in Paris and Madrid between the FAA a n d the
European aviation and space communities have led to a tentative
decision to proceed with definition of a joint European-U.S.
Program for Aeronautical Satellite Services. As a result,
preparation of a Memorandum of Understanding and joint
procurement specifications will take place during the next few
weeks,

The Administration's policy of 7 January 1971 embodied several
principles which have a bearing on these activities:

1. Ownership of the system is to he in the Private
sector with the .FAA service requirements
provided through lease arrangements.

2. Procurement of services and equipment shall
be through international competitive bid.

3. The institutional, technical, and financial arrange-
ments shall be consistent with the possibility of a
multiple user system.

4. Program development should proceed promptly
leading to nreoperational service in 1973.

4.04.4.C., • •••••

In the coming weeks these principles will be translated into tentative
working agreements in terms of procurement, financial, management
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ownership, and operating arrangements. Accordingly, we would

like to have your views concerning the specific arrangements to

be incorporated in the preliminary agreements currently being

drafted.

In view of the rapid pace of events. I would appreciate having your

views by 20 August.

Identical letters sent to

cc: Mr. Whitehe,a7
Dr. Mansur
Mr, Thornell

GFMansur:tw/jm 8/11/71

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

U. Alexis Johnson
James Beggs
Jack Shaffer





DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

col

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

23 AUG 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Tom:

OFFICE OF
THE ADMINISTRATOR

This is in response to your letters of 12 August to Under Secretary
Beggs and to me which note the recent meetings in Paris and Madridconcerning a joint European-U.S. program for aeronautical satellitecommunication services and requests our views concerning the
specific arrangements to be incorporated into the material being
drafted.

In general, the specific arrangements will conform to the policy
positions expressed in the OTP statement of 7 January, with clari-fication provided in your letter of 12 July. I am aware of no
departures from this policy, except the practical difficulty of
meeting the 1973 date at this juncture.

The specific basis for the proposed Memorandum. of Understanding
and joint procurement specifications is contained in the report of theMadrid meeting and associated summary of discussions. I haveenclosed copies for your use. The Ad Hoc Group, formed at the
earlier Washington meeting and extended by action of the Madridmeeting, met in Madrid on 4 and 5 August to prepare initial draftsof these two documents. The Ad Hoc Group met in Washington on19 and 20 August to proceed with the drafting of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding and will convene at ESTEC in Holland on 6 Septemberfor drafting of the RFP. In both cases, the drafting will conform tothe understandings reached in Madrid.
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As at all previous sessions of the Ad Hoc Group, continued repre-
sentation from your Office is invited and would serve as the best
vehicle for providing you with a direct input concerning the details
and specific wording of both documents. Arrangements for attendance
can continue to be made through David Israel of my staff.

In the event that you desire a personal review of the progress, I
would suggest a meeting at your convenience during the week of
23 August.

Sincerely,

J. H. Shaffer
Administrator

Enclosures

, • •





DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, DC, 20520

20 AUG 1971

The Honorable
Clay T. Whitehead, Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Tom:

Under Secretary Johnson has asked me to reply to your letter

of August 12, 1971 concerning the exploratory talks we have

had with the Europeans and others on the establishment of

an experimental pre-operational aeronautical satellite

capability for international civil aviation purposes.

In accordance with the January 7 policy statement, this

Department has sought to assist DOT/FAA in its efforts to

develop an acceptable international framework for an

experimental/pre-operational aeronautical satellite capabilit
y.

410 We believe that DOT/FAA has made every effort to 
exercise its

'unambiguous leadership" in accordance with the policy

statement of January 7 and the Office of Management and Budget

Memorandum of June 11, 1971. We think that the understandings

reached in the meetings to date have had substantial foreign

relations benefits for the United States and have paved the

way toward rapid international action on specifications for

an international system.

As you know, we are advising DOT/FAA on various foreign policy

aspects of the draft Memorandum of Understanding which was

discussed in Madrid. Representatives of your office are also

participating in that process. We believe that these in

depth, interagency discussions provide the best vehicle for

determining how our policy goals can be realized in the context

of our existing commitments and our foreign relations interest.

Sincerely yours,

Bert W. Rein
Deputy Assistant Secretary

Bureau of Economic Affairs

sti
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Mr. John Shaffer

Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration

Washington, D.C. 20553

Dear Mr. Shaffer:

Discussions with the Europeans concerning the

Aeronautical Satellite program have proressed to

a point where the principal features of the arrange-

ments are known. In discussions with other elements

o the Ewecutive Office it hs been concluded that the

issues involved are of sufficient importance to warrant

an in depth policy review prior to formalization of a

joint program.

Accordingly, you should postpone further discussions

‘ith the Europras suci tirens the p)licy

review i5 completed.

cc: non. U. Alexig J)hnson

kl)n. O:naes M. Bcqcis

cc: Dr. Mansur
DO'S Chron
DO's Records
Mr. Thornell's Files

J/Thornell/p4/17Sep71

Sincerely,

Clay

1,cy

Clay T. Whitehead
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

-rEDERAL AVIATION ADMINI
STRATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590

22 September 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead

Director, Office of
Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

OFFICE OF

THE ADMINISTRATOR

After careful consideration of your let
ter of 17 September 1971,

I have concluded that the Aerotat d
iscussions with the Europeans

(and others) scheduled for later thi
s week and next should proceed

as planned. As you know, we have been exploring th
e possibilities

of a joint program with the Europ
eans as a result of OMB guidance

of 11 June 1971. You will recall that at Madrid we e
xplicitly

conditioned our participation in the join
t United States-European

discussions upon additional internal rev
iew and final approval

within the United States. Until this internal process is complet
ed,

further international discussions for esse
ntial detailed refinement

will not commit the United States. On the other hand, cancellation

of these discussions at this time wil
l raise serious doubts

concerning our credibility and motives.

In coordination with the Office of 
the. Secretary of Transportation,

we plan to respond to the OMB guida
nce within the next two weeks and

describe what we believe is a basis for
 a successful joint program.

We believe that this represents a 
suitable and proper occasion for

a policy review.

Sincerely,

•
J. H. Shaffer

. Administrator

cc: Hon. U. Alexis Johnson

Hon. James M. Beggs
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September 24, 1971

Mr. J. H. Shaffer
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration

Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Shaffer:

Mr. Whitehead's letter of 17 September, which suggested postpone-

ment of Aerosat discussions with ESRO, was prompted by concern

that continuation of the discussions before agreement within the
Government upon the essentials of the U.S. position would be detri-

O mental. As you know, we have serious reservations concerning the

management, procurement, and ownership arrangements which have

been proposed. Similar reservations have been expressed by industry,

both aerospace and carriers.

Your letter of 22 September, indicates that the discussions should

proceed as planned, subject to additional internal review by the U.S.

Government.

If the FAA elects to continue the discussions, we believe it is essential

to make clear to ELAtO that the proposed arrangements are tentative

and that further review is necessary.

Sincerely,

George F. Mansur

DD Chron

DD Records

ill 

Mr.. Whitehead

Mr. Thornell

GFMansur ftw/24Sep7 I

/





DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
_

,FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

•
29 SEP 1971

 ammonionnwearamormi (YIN\

Dr. George Mansur •

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of The President

Washingtoi D. C. 20504

Dear Dr. apur:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 SA. A
44.,* 4 lA'•

/IVISTRP:‘.

OFFICE OF

THE ADMINISTRATOR

This is in response to your letter of 24 September and confirms that

at the opening session of the present discussions on the AEROSAT

program with the Europeans, Mr. Israel made it clear, as stated at

Madrid, that the proposed arrangements are subject to further review

within the U.S. Government.

•

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on several other

matters. We acknowledge and fully appreciate the OTP'.s. responsi-

bilities with respect to the formulation of the Executive .iii,anch's

policies' in the tetecommunications field. I wish to make it clear that

we have, to the best of our ability, been following the official policy

statements produced by your Office- over the. past year. However,

letters such as we received on 17 September.from OTP concerning the

delay of the meetings with the Europeans are somewhat unfortunate --

and especially the publicity thereto --• and could Undermine our impor-

tant relationships and dealings -with the world's civil aviation community.

We certainly appreciate your point that this preoperational AEROSAT

program has implications well beyond FAA's unique aeronautical

interests; however, it is also important to note that FAA interests,

responsibilities, and commitments to international civil aviation go

well beyond and are much deeper than the telecommunications aspects

of the AEROSAT program. This duality must be recognized by both

parties.
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We also appreciate your concern regarding the institutional and
related arrangements for the AEROSAT program. We share these
and are mindful of the reservations expressed by industry. It is
for these reasons that we now propose to answer OMB (which, as
you know, asked us to consider..-an international program) with a
proposal that the U.S. Government proceed on an investment basis
and, further, that we and ESRO join on this basis in a single con-
tract with a successful AEROSAT contractor. We believe that these
two steps will further simplify the institutional arrangements and
not in any way prejudice future arrangements for an operational
system.

Sincerely,

J. HfStTffer

A linistrator





O

MEMORANDUM FOR

SEP 2 4W1

Dr. Edward E. David

(n)

Improved over-ocean aviation communications through the use of

satellites has been discussed since 1966, but financial, institutional,

and technical problems retarded proqress. In October, 1970, an

Executive Office Working Group was formed to review policies under

which the nrolram should proceed, anti the resultinq Administrntion

policy was set forth in a statement released on January 7, 1971. The

policy and a subsequent interpretation by letter of July 12, 1971. in-

cluded the following points:

o Projected increases in international air traffic will require

improved communication services afforded by satellites

In the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans in 1973 and 1975,

respectively.

o Satellite communication services required by the FAA

should be lea-sed from the private sector and should be

procured by international competitive bid.

o Any institl*tional s.rranlvemonts for the procrtrernent of

services should not be inconsistent with evolution of a

multiple user communication service (e.g. , aeronautical
and maritime), although significant program delay is not

warranted to foster such service.

• International cooperation should be encouraged to the extent
consistent with the above objectives.

This policy statement met with wide approval in the aerospace industry
and with the communications carriers since it provided now opportunities
for application of aerospace technology and evolution of new service
opportunities for U.S. industry.
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Discussions between the FAA and the European aviation and space

communities, initiated in June, 1971, have departed substantiall
y

from the Administration policy. These tentative arrangements inc
ludes

1. Procurement plans and practices oriented first towards

extensive research and development programs and only secondarily

to providing commercial communication service, and whic
h assure

European industry a substantial share (approximately 50%) in the

production of system equipment.

2. Management policies requiring unanimous agreement for

all program decisions and which are designed to assure producti
on

and technology sharing.

3. Ownership arrangements requiring joint and equal ownership

of the enterprise by a Luropean government entity (1:uropean 
:_)pace

Research Organization) and a U.S. commercial firm.

4. In exchange the Europeans have agreed to pay 50% of the

cost of the program, estimated to be $125-140 million. The U.S.

share of this limited program would be $60-70 million.

The reaction of the U.S. communications and aerospace industries

to the FAA/ESRO discussions has been universally negative. Most

have formllly elmrenred nn trrvillin7ness to risk venture caTlital

becaune of the "bizarre" management and ownership provisions.

The air carriers. both U.S. and international, being unsympathetic

to any satellite prog‘rarn because of current operating losses, are

egret-3,111v ori-Nosed to the rror.oned joint PAA/ESRO proaram because

of its government ownership and anticipated higher costs. The

proposed program does bring in European money, but is far more

costly than the competitively bid program originally envisaged and

Is likely to result in higher U.S. Government outlays overall.

Nevertheless, the State Department and FAA support the tentative

arrangements because of "our existing commitments and our foreign

relations interest, " and ES11.0 and the several European governments

view the program as beneficial to European space technology and

commerce.
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A. agreed, we have directed the FAA to suspend negotiations with

the Europeans pending an i-xecutive Office review. Because the life-

time of the proposed pre-operational satellites is such that any

institutional agreements formulated now will continue through the next
decade and establish important precedents, our proper direction at

this time is crucial.

There are two central issues: (1) Is the U.S. Government willing to

appease the European desire to bolster their electronic and aerospace
Industry at the price of severely limiting U.S. industry's opportunity

to compete and to utiline U.S. ev eloned technolocry to the economic
advantage of the ? (2) Does the U.S. wish to encourage
international communications to develop on the Intelsat model of a

Jointly-owned, jointly-managed international organization or to
encourage a cooperative but private enterprise framework?

I believe the answer to both questions is clearly no -- especially while
this Administration is in office. I further believe we are faced with a
clear challent7e by the Europeans, the State Department, and FAA, to
the President's determination in this area.

I propose to request the FAA to redirect the program to be consistent
with the objectives expressed in the Administration's policy of
January 7, 1971. This will require:

1. Alteration of the proposed management arrangements to a
"Joint" program restricted to coordination, and with space segment
services provided by the private sector..

2. acafrirmation of the principle of competitive bidding to
assure optimum price, quality, and delivery for equipment and
services.

3. Decisions regarding ownership of the space segment be
reserved to private management choice and initiative, and without
U.S. Government guarantees of ownership to the Europeans.

4. Careful distinction be drawn between prerogatives that may
be afforded users of the system and the rights attributable to owner-
ship of any part of the system to assure an environment favorable to
private investment incentives.



Alteration of the tentative FAA/ESRO arrangements at this time will

upset the European space community. Since ESRO is closely coupled

to the European governments, we may anticipate an unfavorable reaction

from the French and German governments, and to a lesser extent the

U.K. The commercial international air carriers will, in general,

support any move which reorients the program toward aviation rather

than apace research and development.

I believe that the United States can by adept negotiation minimize the
effect on the Eurone;n nations. If negotiations with the Europeans do
not result in satisfactory arrangements in a reasonable time, we
probably would elect to proceed unilaterally in the Pacific basin, for
which the U.S. has air traffic control responsibility, and simply defer
implementation of the Atlantic basin program. We would . of course,
continua to seek technical coordination. And of course, U.S. industry
would have a significant leg-up in getting the Atlantic basin businses
U this occurred.

I would appreciate your views by Wednesday, 29 September.

CIIiyT. Whitehead

GFMansur /tw/ 24Sep71

DD Chron
DD Records
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Thornell
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H 1 NGTON

September 30, 1971

Dear Tom:

I am sympathetic with many of the views expressed in your
memorandum to me of September 24, 1971. However, I don't under-
stand the implications of the courses of action open to us at this stage.
A set of realistic options needs to be developed using both the policy
documents and the product of the working level discussions with the
Europeans before a decision can be made on our future course of
action. In developing these options, we should be guided by the need
to preserve essential U. S. interests while at the same time engaging
the Europeans in a meaningful--and workable--cooperative endeavor.

I suggest that you organize, on an urgent basis, a group to develop
these options and to review the current status of this program. I
believe the points you have raised deserve careful consideration
before we proceed to any definitive agreement with the Europeans
on this program but a delay in resolving these issues would be likely
to affect our relationships with the Europeans and prejudice our
ability to gain international agreement in ICAO on aeronautical
satellite services.

I expect Dr. Russell C. Drew of my staff to be available to participate
in additional discussions of these questions and I, of course, would
be pleased to discuss it with you personally at an appropriate future
date.

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Room 770, 1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20504

Sincerely,

Edward E. David, Jr.
Science Adviser





THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H IN GTO N

October 14, 1971

Dear Tom:

I appreciated your recent memorandum b±inging me up-to-date

on the latest developments in the Aeronautical Satellite Program

(AEROSAT).

As you know, I am extremely interested in situations in which

the U.S. may be involved in transferring technology abroad with-

out reaping the full commercial benefits that should flow to the

U.S. from such transactions... Because my familiarity with the

many complex technical and foreign policy issues at stake in

the current AEROSAT negotiations •is far from complete, I am

not able to judge the merits of the specific recommendations

that you have made in your memorandum.

I do agree, however, that the appropriate Executive Offices,

111111)erhaps headed by OMB, should review the situation within d'30-day period and examine the alternatives to the present course of

action.

Best regards.

Peter G. Peterson

Assistant to the President

for International Economic Affairs

The Honorable

Clay T. Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Washington, D. C. 20504
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

OCT 7 1971

Mr. Donald P. Rice

Assistant Dir ctor

Office of Management and Budget

Executive OfCze Building

Washington, D. C. 20503

r

Dear Mr..--Rice:

In your memorandum of June 11, 1971, prepared in response to my

letter on this subject of June 1, 1971, it was requested that three

aspects of the aeronautical satellite progra)n be explored further,
i 

namely: development appructen, international cooperation, and

funding. As suggested, the first subject has been discussed with

your staff and satisfactorily resolved. This letter addresses the

international cooperation and funding conskerations.

Background 

In accordance with your suggestion, the FAA, together with repre-

sentatives from the Office of the Secretary and the Department of

State, with observers from OTP and in periodic coordination with

other Executive Offices, conducted a series of meetings beginning

in mid-June (and extending to the present) to consider a joint pre-

operational aeronautical satellite program with representatives of

countries directly concerned with civil aircraft operations in the

North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The first meeting in Washington

and a meeting in early August in Madrid were conducted at minis-

terial level, with the U.S. delegation at Madrid led by the

Administrator of the FAA and the European delegation led by

General Salvador, Spanish Minister of Aviation. The European

group represented ten countries which are also members of the

European Space Research Organization (ESR0). Representatives

of Australia, Canada, Ireland, Japan, and the Philippines have

attended these meetings.
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Joint Program

T.he unanimous conclusion of the Madrid meeting was that a joint

program to achieve a preoperatio.:::1 aerorriutical satellite capability

was necessary, attainable, and mutually desirable. • The nature of

the recommended program is described in the Madrid meeting

report, a copy of which is enclosed.. Also enclosed is the latest

draft of the proposed Memorandum of Understanding whose signing

by designated participants (FAA for the U. S.; ESRO for Europe)

would initiate the joint program.

In short, the joint program would provide a four-satellite pre-

operational capability, with two each over the Atlantic and Pacific,

by the mid-1970's based on the principle of equal sharing of costs

and responsibilities of the space segment by the U.S. and the

ESRO group. The efforts on the avionics aiId earth segments would

not necessarily be jointly funded but would be carefully coordinated

by the participants. Arrangements are also provided for participa-

tion by other countries. (At this time, Australia, Canada, and

Japan appear to be the most promising candidates for other

participants.)

International Cooperation 

DOT believes that the arrangements outlined in the Madrid report

are highly satisfactory and represent an outstanding example of

international cooperation. \Ye -understand that this view is shared

by the Department of State.

We believe that these "partnership" provisions, to include participa-

tion by other countries, represent a mutually satisfactory arrange-

ment and one which is also in the best interests of the U.S. The

program discussions have been exemplified by a spirit of inter-

national cooperation and a strong interest in the advancement of

international civil aviation. We fully expect that this attitude and

interest will continue and provide a very successful preoperational

system which will lead to establishment of an ultimate operational

capability under ICAO standards.

Economic Aspects 

Beyond the aspects of international cooperation, the program is

favorable to the U.S. in the economic sense. The Europeans are
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sharing all costs of the space segment. The result is that the joint

program meets all our requirements at a smaller cost to the U. S.

than a unilateral program. There will also be a positive balance

of Payments of some $15-22. 5M rep.rt;tsentin, the European share

of the launch costs.

Using the guidance of a leased service, as st-tted in OTP's policy

statement of January 7, 1971, we have developed what we believe to

be the most simple and direct institutional a:7rangements possible

under current circumstances, to allow the U. S. to utilize a leasing

arrangement in the AEROSAT program. Both the FAA and ESRO

would have separate contracts with the successful AEROSAT

contractor. The U.S. contract would be for the lease of one-half

of the total capability, that half of the capability to be owned by the

AEROSAT contractor. The ESRO contract v -ould be for the purchase

and ownership or the other half of the total capability. Thus, the

contractor will sell one-half of the capability to ESRO and own the

other half which it leases to the U. S. (FAA).

Lease Versus Investment 

We have studied this lease/ownership arrangement and discussed it

with U. S. industry. It is our conclusion that the arrangement can

be made to work; however, we believe that it is neither a practical

nor desirable arrangement due to combining of lease and investment

provisions in an already complex joint international venture.

We believe that a U. S. _ investment position in this program will solve

this problem and will also present a number of other. advantages. A

common investment position will materially simplify the institutional

arrangements and will permit a single FAA/ESRO contract instead

of two. U. S. investment, without the large capital requirements on

a contractor, will provide for a much wider range of industry

interest and competition. U. S. investment with government-furnished

launches provides for a deferral and potential saving on launch costs.

Also, U. S. government ownership of the ground stations will permit

easier transition to an operational system.

We also believe that cost savings in at least two areas will accrue

from a U. S. investment policy. First, there are potentially sig-

nificant savings in the administrative, procurement, and legal
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persohnel (both 6overntheal jnd iiiduz-Ary) who would otherwise be required

to_ establish and monitor two contracts and to set and negotiate lease rates

on one of these contracts. Second, all discussions with industry indicate

that the costs imposed by contractors to account for the program risks

necessarily involved in a leasing arrangement will far exceed the 10 per-

cent dollar discounting advantages nor.mally asEociated with a lease

contract.

With the U.S. participating on an investment baris, we would neverthe-

less retain the many beneficial aspects of a leased service contract by

purchasing a communication system rather than pieces of equipment.

Accordingly, on institutional and financial grounds, we now conclude that

the special nature of this preoperational system as a joint international

venture (with a European partner who has no desire to lease his services)

requires that we participate on an investment basis rather than on a lease

basis, Hence, we strongly recommend that the U. S. proceed in a manner

which will provide or joint satellite ownership, by the U.S. and Europe.

We believe that the OTP policy was never intended to cover the present

situation--a joint international program--and conclude that leasing in this

situation does not meet the "feasibility" criteria enunciated in the OTP

policy, from either the U.S. government or U. industry point of view.

0 We should point out that while this investment position is strongly indicated
for the preoperational system, we believe that a leasing arrangement is

the most desirable approach for the follow-on operational system.

Request for OMB Approval 

Accordingly, we request OMB approval and support to proceed with the

joint satellite program described in the Madrid report except as modified

to account for U.S. investment in the space .segment. The U. S:

investment cost of the space segment is expected to he about $60 million

spread from FY-72 through FY-75. We will reprogram to meet the

limited FY-72 requirements and will include the EY,73 portion in an

p_.mended or supplemental budget_submission.to you, (Beyond the_
$60 million, our efforts in the avionics and ground segments and in

evaluation and exercising activities are expected to total about $70

million through 1980, and are included in our FY-73 submission and

ten-year planning documents previously submitted to you. )
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In view of the current position of the potential users of the system
(see below), and the lack of interest in the project by general

aviation, we would propose that the program be handled under the

General Fund.

With early approval, we plan to meet the following schedule:

1. U.S. Agreement on Memorandum of
Understanding by October 20, 1971.

2. Signing of Memorandum of Unierstanding
on November 3, 1971.

3. Release of RFP by mid-November 1971.

We would expect that FAA and ESRO could be on contract by very
early in FY-73.

OTP

Our informal discussions with OTP indicat that they do not share

our belief that a program based on the Madrid report is useful or
feasible one, with or without modifying the U.S. position to an
investment basis. Nevertheless, we are convinced that a joint
international program as described, with both parties participating

on an investment basis, represents the only realistic and truly
cooperative jOint effort which can be obtained. Further, such a
program would be an extremely favorable one for the U.S. The only
alternative would be the unilateral U.S. program in the Pacific
which we originally proposed to OMB; however, we now believe this

is no longer an acceptable alternative and strongly recommend that
such a program not be considered.

Air Carriers

In closing, we must acknowledge that the U. S. international air
carriers have expiessed doubt about the desirability of the AEROSAT

program. Their misgivings do not stem from the international

aspects of the program but rather from their concern over its
projected cost and their uncertainty of future cost impact. We have

assured the carriers that neither we nor the Europeans plan any
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user charge for the preoperational service and that the proposed

program is the only feasible way to reach a 1980 goal of an
operational sytem of whose need we are all in agreement.

We believe we must move ahead on this program now to provide the

ATC oceanic service required in the late 1970's and that the fore-
sight of the carriers is hindered at this time by their justifiable
concern with tile current economic situation. We believe we have
made every effort to minimize the costs of the AEROSAT program
and that it can and should go forward at this 1:ime without detracting
from the large R&D efforts which we and thef believe are necessary
in other areas of air traffic control.

Recognizing th:- complexity of this entire matter, we are prepared
to provide you with more detailed briefings E•nd discussions of the
•points made in this letter.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

/,•;
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COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

JOSEPH V. CHARYK
President

September 1, 1971

Dear Tom:

I am enclosing a copy of a memorandum to me from
John Martin which I believe summarizes very well the
basis for our serious concern regarding the viability
of the course apparently being adopted in connection
with U.S. participation in a joint United States-
European aeronautical communications satellite program.
I would certainly hope that the course of action could
be reviewed before a final commitment is made.

Encl.

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20504

950 ['ENFANT PLAZA. SW • WA HIN II 0 0 •

Sincerely,

Jo eph V. Charyk

•_..
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Date: August 26, 1971

To: Dr. J. V. Charyk

From: J. L. Martin, Jr.

Subject: Outlook for Comsat Participation in Aeronautical Satellite

Program

1. Negotiations are continuing between the U.S. -government
representatives and the Europeans to refine the details of the

broad agreement reached in the Madrid meeting. All that we have

been able to learn indicates that the general approach remains

unchanged from that outlined in the 3 August FAA debriefing to

U.S. industry.

2. Aside from considerations of a legal, financial and opera-
tional effectiveness nature, the approach which is currently
eing taken by the U.S. has very serious negative business incen-
ives from Comsat's viewpoint, which are summarized below:

a. The proposed actions seem to reflect a strong interest
in excluding communications carriers (without actually saving so)
and limiting the participation of industry to hardware manufac-
turers. The time period for the pre--operational system of four
satellites being considered extends over ten years into the
future after the contracts have been signed, even if the program
is not extended through use of the two spares (two and a half to
three years to first launch, three years between the firzt and
fourth launch, and five years satellite lifetime in orbit). It
seems obvious that, regardless of the number of initial users of
such satellites, if this program is initiated, other aviation
administrations, and eventually, some airlines, will desire to
obtain some service through these satellite's before this pre-
operational period is concluded. Obviously, this is a communica-
tions carrier function, yet all consideration of industry Partici-
pation in the proposed program is exclusively centered on hardware
manufacturing and manufacturing consortia.



0 b. The proposed "lease" by the U.S. clearly contemplates a
lease of satellite hardware rather than a lease of communications
links. This fact, coupled with several other aspects, apparently
is intended to prevent aeronautical satellite service from being
obtained in a communications carrier fashion, such as the provider
of service to the U.S. also being able to provide service to other
aviation administrations, and, in time, to airlines.. The proposed
"lease" is rather a purchase of satellite hardware on the easy
payment plan, with no money down and payments extending over the
full lifetime of the hardware, with 100% warranty throughout this
period.

C. The proposed arrangement actually prevents provision of
communications links to the U.S. rather than satellite hardware,
since the "lease" of satellites is to be determined separately
from the provision of the U.S. earth stations, and, in fact, these
may not even be supplied from the same source. In any event, the
bids concerning either satellites or U.S. earth stations cannot
be based on the provision of communications service, but must be
based on the separate provision of satellite and earth stationIIII'hardware.

d. The point has been made formally in the negotiations bet-
ween the U.S. and the Europeans, and subsequently emphasized in
the debriefing to U.S. industry, that neither the institutional
nor the procurement arrangements for the pre-operational sysfem
are intended to pre-judge corresponding arrangements for a follow-
on operational capability to enter service about 1980. From a
purely business viewpoint, this means that a bidder must ignore
the realistic depreciation periods of various aspects of his
proposed investment and consider this program as a one-time dead-
end ventul.e, with no reasonable basis for expecting any future
recovery of any less-than-normal revenue obtained in the initial
service period. He must ignore the fact that several of the
initial program of six satellites may have several years of
useful life left_ at the start of the follow-on operational pro-
gram, and he must price his program to obtain the full return he
expects in the initial pre-operational period. Aside from the
obvious impact on the smoothness and operational effectiveness
of the transition from pre-operational to operational service,
the business incentive of this arrangement is certainly negative.

!III e. The proposed course of action also puts the U.S. industry
_n an extremely unfavorable position in several major respects.
Although this industry is expected to finance the portion of the
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atellites allocated to serving the U.S. needs, and to take the

risk of this venture on the expectation that the satellites will
perform satisfactorily throughout the specified pre-operational
period, it is to have no voice in the determination of the system
hardware specifications. It is to be a part owner of this hard-
ware, and must in effect guarantee that it will perform satisfac-
torily for the entire planned lifetime, as that is the only basis
for recovery of the investment and return on investment. Yet this
industry is to be subject to detailed program technical direction
and supervision in the manufacture, test and launch of these satel-
lites, detailed supervision and direction of its investment, on
which it takes the risk. In contrast, the other part-owners of
these satellites not only are to have a full voice in the deter-
mination of the hardware specifications; they are to have a full
voice in the selection of the U.S. industry which will be involved,
and in the subsequent technical direction of the work of that
industry.

3. On balance, the proposed arrangements, through unnecessary
and unrealistic provisions, are setting the stage for the conclu-
sion that aeronautical satellite services are not practically

Illtvailable on a commercial basis. Yet in reality this conclusion
ould be simply the direct consequence of the manner of seeking

the service and the constraints imposed on the potential provider.
The conclusion that the aeronautical communications services cannot
be obtained on a commercial basis would be totally unwarranted,
for they would not only have been precluded by the imposed condi-
tions; they would not even have been the objective of the selec-
tion process.

4. We have continued to point out in our discussions that Comsat
considers the urovision of all communications services being con-
templated for the aeronautical satellite program to be well within
the present state-of-the-art and completely feasible to be provided
on a commercial communications service basis, including voice, data,
and surveillance communications, from the points of origin in avia-
tion control centers and airline operational centers to the earth
stations and through the satellites to the aircraft, and vice versa.
We have brought up our repeated offer to provide such service, and
pointed out that we remain interested in doing so under conditions
which offer appropriate business incentives to invest the capital
required and which permit appropriate company management over all
aspects'of its investment consistent with the risks of such invest-
ent. We have stated that we are quite willing to enter into a



410 int ownership arrangement on an international basis, subject to
these conditions, and indeed feel that this would be in the best

interest of the U.S. as well as other initial and potential users

of aeronautical services, providing a sound basis for growth on a

fully international scope, and a smooth and orderly progression

from pre-operational to follow-on operational services. However,

we can see no indications that these views are having any effect

on the approach being taken by the U.S. in the current discussions.

All of the discussions are based on selection of hardware manufac-

turers rather than providers of communications services. We have

repeatedly suggested a two-step selection process in which the

U.S. entity to provide the U.S. services would be selected in the

first step, by the U.S. Then this entity would proceed in a second

step to select the hardware manufacturers in conjunction with its

European partners in the ownership of the system, and on equal
terms commensurate with the equal investment and equal risk involved.

The hardware manufacturers would be selected on the basis of inter-
national competition. However, it is evident that this suggestion

has not received any acceptance. The single-step selection of a

manufacturing consortium continues to be the intended procedure.

111
 he provider of services to the U.S. will be determined by the
tcome of this selection on the basis of a hardware bid.

4

5. Obviously, this is not a satisfactory outlook from Comsat's
viewpoint. We can only hope that the current program discussions

will result in changes to the announced plans and evolve into an
approach under which it would make sense to consider submitting

a bid.

190.000 77,

John L. Martin, Jr.





COIVIMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

October 11, 1971

Mr. John D. Young .
Chief, Economics, Science and

Technology Division
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office Building
17th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Young:

In confirmation of our meeting on October 7, 1971, we wish
to simmarize our views relative to the current planning by the

11111 S. Government in the establishment of an Aeronautical Communi-ions Satellite Program.

Lease vs. Buy 

As stated in recent FAA briefings to industry it is under-
stood that consideration is being given to the initiation of a
program for the procurement of communication satellite hardware
(rather than services) to satisfy air traffic control requirements.

The Communications Satellite Corporation has stated a willing-
ness to make the investment necessary to provide these services.
In fact, a proposal was submitted to the FAA in January 1969.
The proposal was based on the use of VHF frequencies an&was amended
in May 1970 to provide these services at VHF and L.Band. The
satellite technology required to satisfy the requirements of
aeronautical services is sufficiently developed that they can be
satisfied on a commercial basis. The only experimentation involved
is in the efficient operational use of this capability to optimize
its application to improyed air traffic control and safety.

•
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Policy 

It is our understanding that it is not only the published
policy but the practice of the Government to procure commercially

available services when available. This policy has been stated
in B.O.B. circular A-76 and the Executive Offices of the President
in January 1971 restated this policy specifically with reference
to Aeronautical Services. As a corporation we have invested a

considerable amount of discretionary funds with the understanding
that we would have the opportunity to compete for these services.

Cost

We believe the policy is in the best public interest and if

implemented would result in the service being provided at a lower

total cost to the Government. The procurement of communication

services would also make it unnecessary for the government to make
the large capital commitment associated with the procurement and

operation of the system.

The leasing of the communication service would result in lower
cost because a carrier could:

1. Establish a price for the service that would take into

consideration his ability to provide the service to other

customers.

The present plan is to initiate a spacecraft hardware

contract in early FY 1973, the launch date would be from

two to three years of this date, and with an expected

satellite lifetime of five to seven years the initial

launches would provide a service until 1980 to 1983 ,apd

subsequent planned launches to approximately 1985. St is

inconceivable to us that in this time period other potential
markets and users would not develop. Specifically the mari-
time industry and ARINC are potential users of the service.

2. The Communications Satellite Corporation would, as is
its current practice, amortize the cost of the associated
earth terminals over an extended period rather than over
the expected lifetime of the first generation satellites.

3. Many of the intangible but real cost of the Government
providing its own system would be reduced or eliminated.
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•
Requirements 

There is reason to believe that the recently stated require-
ments for a minimum of 12 channels, with 26 desired over each ocean
will provide a capability considerably in excess of that required
for a pre-operational system. The earlier studies which formed
the basis for the establishment of this program proposed a system
of 4 channels per satellite.

•

In the event the planned capacity is:

(a) provided by the government and is in orbit until 1985 and

(b) the maritime and air carrier industry services market
grows as expected the government will be required to:

1. let any excess communication capability go unused; or

2. delay the date in which a private company can offer
such services to private users because the Government is
either offering the service free or at a price established
from sharing the cost of the Government system resulting
in less cost to a potential user than that required to
establish a new private system; or

3. the Government be directly involved in the communi-
cation services business and indefinitely preclude private
interests from being able to make the investment required
for the establishment of this service.

The thought that the present proposed system with its planned
capacity is a pre-operational system and that the operational ser-
vices would be commercially procured at a later date is Completely
unrealistic.

Flexibility 

We are confident, based on our experience in developing
Competitive proposals in support of the Domestic CommunicaHons
Satellite System, that the provisions of a leasing arrangement

110 
r aeronautical communication services can be negotiated which

1

I economically provide the Government with complete freedom of
tion in the use of the system.
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Management 

October 11, 1971

It is understood from the industry briefings that decisions
regarding the day to day management of a spacecraft contractor
as well as the percentage of hardware manufactured in Europe
and the United States is being determined as part of government
to government agreements. We believe that this will require the
cost of any resulting program if it is successful to necessarily
be considerably in excess of what is required. This situation
is further aggrevated if there is a 'aidOcTom7. of objectives in
the managing bodies; ie, ESRO (European spacecraft technology
development) and FAA (establishment of a pre-operational service).
If the services are to be successfully provided it will be necessary
for those that have a financial interest in the establishment of
the system to have control of decisions effecting its development.

This does not mean that European participation would not be
significant. On the contrary, this would be a major factor in

4111 
e selection of the aerospace contractor to build the ,spacecraft.
MSAT has had considerable experience in the development and use

of non-U.S. aerospace technology in the development of INTELSAT
III and IV. We would make a competitive award to a spacecraft
contractor based on a balance of his non-U.S. participation, cost,
delivery, management and technical proposal. A pre-established
arbitrary percentage of European participation is incompatible
with the desire to provide a pre-operational aeronautical service
satellite for a reasonable cost with long life reliability and
early delivery.

In summary, it is our conclusion that (a) there is no need
for the Government to incur the investment associated wi,th estab-
lishing' its own satellite system; (b) doing this would pi-eclude
the possibility of private common carrier interests of providing
this service indefinitely;. (c) it is possible to satisfy the need
for a pre-operational system and share the costs with other potential
users as well as involve European industry in a managerial way;
and (d) the present proposed management arrangements do not contain
the essential ingredients necessary for the program to provide
aeronautical communication services at either the earliest date

Agic lowest cost.
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Mr. John D. Young
ice of of Management and Budget

October 11, 1971

We trust that your consideration will be given to these
thoughts and we would appreciate being advised of any questions
or comments.

•

. Very truly yours,

,/'

LJohn A. Keyes

Director, System Requirements





AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC.
2551 RIVA ROAD, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21401

August 27, 1971

File: 07-15-2

Mr. Jack Thornell
Program Manager
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Thornell:

Reference your telephone call of August 24 and confirming our conversation of this
date, the following are reasons generally offered as to why the airline community_
is opposed to the present U. S.-FSRO satellite =mat

1. The system is not required. The present program involves aircraft positioning
as well as communications. The positioning function requires an extra satellite
for each ocean and the airlines' firm position is that positioning service in

S 
ceanic traffic control is not needed. Position by inertial navigation with
hich all the international carriers are equipped gives excellent accuracy with

even further refinements possible. A digital communications system to report INS
derived position to the ground is needed and this is one compelling reason a satel-
lite communications system is needed. A computer-driven traffic control display,
using INS-derived position sent to the display via data link, is now in operation
at the Oakland, California, Air Route Traffic Control Center. Controllers are
said to be enthusiastic about it. As you well know, INS, besides providing air-
craft position to the pilot, also furnishes the gyro platform that today's air-
craft require. Thus, the added complexity to provide navigation service is rea-
sonably priced. Air traffic control services at the moment do not require another
method to determine position. What is needed is a means to use the sensing systems
already available.

2. Expense: I can't get a real feel for the expense of the present U. S.-ESRO
proposal. Nearly everyone I have talked to thinks the $140 million figure is
about one-half of what it should be. The avionics cost is also unknown and will
remain uncertain as long as this proposal lacks system definition and system
design. The one thing agreed to is that the airlines cannot afford it, particu-
larly in view of the recurring nature of the cost of the space segment.

3. The airlines have really not been a part of the present program. FAA has
been conscientious, we feel, about reporting their progress to us but, aside
from that, we have not been consulted and, of course, have not participated in
it.
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4. Technical Uncertainties: I have already touched on this, however, it

seems that we are buying an awfully big system when it is considered the

technical feasibilit of what we are t in to do has et to be established

We have recommended NASA's ATS-F and/or ATS-G be used to establish technical

assurance. It would require some reprogramming of what is to be done on ATS-F

and maybe even delay the final system if the experiments had to be carried on

to ATS-G. The delay would not concern us.

5. Which brings me to the final point and that is that the urgency that appar-

ently was here 18 months ago is no longer present; not only has the forecast

growth in trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic flights not materialized, but with

the wider bodied jets now present we are actually flying fewer schedules than

we did last year and the year before. There are still more wide bodied jets

to come and, unless there is a business upturn, an increase in trans-oceanic traf-

fic must be considered doubtful. Our new monetary policy may further limit 

foreign travel.

Obviously, I have had insufficient time to coordinate this reply with the air-

lines. It is, therefore, my personal summation of the thoughts most frequently

expressed by the airlines, the Air Transport Association of America, and us.

• Very truly yours,

AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC.

_

J. Francis Taylo
President

NM/
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

The issues which have arisen in connection with the Aeronautical Satellite

Program are of a broad and fundamental nature, and the prolram itself

is simply the current focal point. This Administration is committed to

creation of an environment which will foster new business opportunities

in the private sector, and I believe that space communications technology

is sufficiently advanced so that a wide range of new communications
services are now commercially viable. Several major communications
carriers and aerospace firms have expressed strong interest in con-

struction and leasing of facilities to provide for the needs of the aeronautical
community, and the maritime and Public telephone communities as well
if the private enterprise institutional arrangements are reasonable.

The Europeans, and especially the French, also recognize the commercial
potential of this technology and the leading role of the aeronautical satellite
program in gaining a lead in the broader market. The Europeans have
a twofold interest: first, their space industry hopes to aceuire and develop
technology from the United States Pnct to obtain rn;dor concessions in the
manufacture of space and avionics equipment, and second, they wish to
exercise a disproportionately large control of not 'only the Atlantic portion
of the system, but also the worldwide system. Accordincly, the institu-
tional arrangements a.dvancea by the Europeans and accepted in large
measure by the FAA have been designed to achieve these objectives.
These arrangements include European power of veto for all program
management decisions, guarantees of an equal share in research, develop-
ment, and manufacturing activities for the space segment, and 50%
ownership of the resulting enterprise in conjunction with a U. S. contractor.

These proposed arrangements are universally opposed by U. S. commu-
nications carriers, aerospace industries, and air carriers. My Office
has been informed by all of the nossible contractors that the "bizarre"
arrangements virtually prohibit investment of the risk capital necessary
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for construction of the system. Even the FAA has recognised
 that the

arrangements are not workable and is now proposing that the U. S.

share of the system be Government owned, with government-to-

government joint ownership and management.

These issues are symptomatic and typical of those which arise between

the U. S. and European governments, especially France, in all discussions

concerning electronics and communications programs. NATO is con-

fronted with an identical set of issues, and we have been informed that

the Europeans are closely watching events in the Aeronautical Satellite

Program as a possible precedent for NATO and other programs.

The FAA and the Department of State will argue thst the discussions are

so far advanced that it is impossible to make alterations in the program.

I do not believe this to be the case. Although there will certainly be

strong negative. reactions, in comparison to other new economic policies,

the effect will be minimal.

There is great pressure from the Europeans and the State Department

to wdend the precedent of INTELSAT -- i.e., international communications

to be handled as a joint venture among governments rather than as a

commercial activity. The INTELSAT arrangement° are bad enough as

precedent, but they are nothing compared to this situation. It is my

firm view that the precedent that would be established by the current

FAA elan will foreclose any chance we have to see international commu-

nications develop as a private sector activity. L am also concerned that

if on an issue so clear cut as this we are not willing to be firm with the

Europeans and accept some tactical unhappiness on their part, then we

will not be able to stand up to the President's objectivo of developing

U. S. technology to tile benefit of U. trade and economic strength.

(I note one example in passing: We are now Ft etting cables indicating that

the Europeans would like to see this kind of arrangement to see the

aeronautical eat ellite arrangements serve as the model for post-Apollo

space cooperation broadly.)

In addition to the substantive issues above, I must make it clearly under-

stood that the effectiveness of the Office of Telecommunications Policy

as an Executive Office will be seriously compromised if the Aeronautical

Satellite Program continues on its present course -- directly contrary

to policy guidance we established with the unanimous agreement of all

concerned Executive Office agencies.

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur /
Mr. Thornell

Clay T. Whitehead

GFMansur:twijm
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OCT 20 19 71
. Mr. Donald B. Rice
Assistant Director
Office of Management and BudgetExecutive Office of the PresidentWashington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Rice:

On October 7, Under Secretary Beggs or rne Department of
Transportation informed you by letter of the status of the
exploratory discussions with the Europeans and certain other
countries in respect to a joint experimental preoperational
aeronautical satellite program.
This Department fully supports the joint program which we
believe is the host available moans of moving toward required
international ac.7reenenL on operational standards for satellite-
based air traffc control by the Administration's target
date of 1980. We also believe that this coonerative
intsrnatial emong tne major av:ation countries will
create conditions necessary ,for reordering international air
traffic control responsibilities in a lanner which takes
full advantage of the potential of •impLo=.1 communications
for centralizing and automating air traffic control and hence
effecting economies in en route charges which heavily
affect U.S. carriers and passengers. These and other
considerations are explored in more detail in the enclosed
paper.

Major European countries have had a continuing interest in
participating in the development and roanagement of satellite
communications for air traffic control. This interest was
evidcnt in the negotiations on definitive arrangements for
INTELSAT (where Eurc2ean pressure resulted in placing such
communications services in a special category rcuuiring
govornrcont approval for INTELSAT action), in continuing bilateral
approaches to the United States, in the public c;taterrents of
the EuropnFol Space Ccnforcnce, aud in European initiatives
within the International Civil Aviation Organization seeking
to requirr! that Org,-.nization's prior approval of any
preOp2rational efforts. The European Space Research Organiation
has contracted for and received tErce system designs for a
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European preoperational system. Thus, the Department believes

that any U.S. preoperational efforts should take ac
count of

the interest and capabilities of our European allies 
and

be consistent with the President's stated intention to 
pursue

opportunities for international space cooperation 
in general

and specifically with the Europeans. .

The proposed program -is of sufficient interest to the Europeans

that they have made substantial concessions to our pr
eferences.

For example, they are willing to assume half the full 
program

' cost for a combined Atlantic/Pacific capability des
pite the

fact that United States authorities will utilize about

two-thirds of the system capability without user ch
arges.

While the Europeans are assured a "fair and reasonable"

industrial oppertunitv, they have accepted the ba
lance of

payments outflow of half the launch costs (anproxim
ately 15%

of total program cost), of half the administrative 
cost of

a management facility almost certain to be located 
in the

United States, and of necessary U.S. procurement to
 fulfill

contractual obligations allocated to Europdan su
bcontractors

by an anticipated U.S. prima contractor. Most important,

they ale cnterjng the joinicOCJL. 71j1 tc exi)ress under-

standing that v.nese arranyuluentb are ct 1.LIULI ñij tc,

preoperational efforts to 'ork toward ICAO s
tandards and that

the United Sats fully intends that operational tra
ffic

control comuAications be provided by a commercial 
entity and

integrated into a multiple user system.*

We are concerned that Eurol:ean governments (and Ca
nada) would

be gravely disappointed by U.S. rejection of thes
e agreements

and would interpret it as a U.S. refusal to part
icipate in

any effort which we could not dominate. Such an attitude

would be totally inconsistent with. the President'
s posture

toward our major allies.

Equally important, the likely European reaction to 
a U.S.

decision to procccd unilaterally in the Pacific wou
ld be a

.parallel unilateral European effort in the Atlanti
c and a

boycott of our Pacific system. While this effort night be

slow to bear fruit, there is every likelihood that Europe

*The January 7 OTP Policy Statemant strAes that "it is p
ossible.

that a single system combining the functions of communicatio
ns

and to both 7-:aritc2 nnd aviaLon

sc,!rvic:Is bc.n:2Yits in a worldwiLie

opereel
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would Produce a system (which we are committed to launch) and

that the present political alignment of ICAO would result

in acceptance of European specifications despite their

technical or econcm5c inc.eriority. Such a risk, combined with

the adverse foreign policy consequences of program rejection,

seems intolerable from our point of view.

Technological superiority is, of course, of commercial

significance only when it results in producing saleable

products. In air traffic control, governments are the

principal customers and foreign governiaents control their air

carriers which are the other principal source of system patronag
e.

Thus, there must be a balance between the preservation of U.S.

.technological superiority and the need to preserve the

potential market. Since this project will be a first crack

at a mobile service communications satellite, what is likely'

to be most important in future technical terms is how a

second generation, multi-purpose satellite can be improved

on the basis of this experience. A U.S. lead contractor,

responsible for overall systems design and coordination,

should be in a far better position for future competition

than any limited European participant.

At the same time, a cooperative prograi. will enable us to have

a deterrainative voice in IOAO specifications E;ncl preclude

the development of a rival system. In an operational phase,

the nu:12)er of custo-acrs will extend far beyond those interested

in manufacturing, thus creating pressure for broad procurement

competition as in INTELS;Yr.'

In sum, therefore, the Department of State believes that:

(1) Agreement on apnropriatc standards for an

operational system by 1980 reauires major European

participation in the preoperational program;

(2) Reduction of overall cost of the preoperational

program requires major European participation;

(3) Achievement of balance-of-payments advantages

in the preoperational phase requires at )east major

European participation and hopefully broader

participation;

(4) Major European participation is attainable only

if Europe has a significant role in progrcm managem:mt

and Euro2e,7.n inf.ustrv can pr,rticipate on a roasonie

basis;.
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. (5) The proposed program provides for European

participation on a reasonable basis consistent

with U.S. objectives and our overall foreign policy

posture toward Eurone;

(6) European interest, cohesion and capability in

. this matter is sufficient to support a successful

joint effort.

With respect to Under Secretary Beggs' request for authority

to conduct the U.S. portion of such an experimental/preoperational

program on an investment basis rather than a lease basis, we

have more limited comments. We recognize the "unambiguous

leadership" conferred upon DOT/FAA by the January 7 OT?

Policy Statement and we have no reason to dispute the FAA's

views that it must play a major managerent role in the joint

!project through the proPosed Joint Program Office. With FAA

'exercising this rcsnonsibilitv, making a U.S. private

contractor resnonsible under lease for system performance

would result in duplication of management structure and

, threaten conflict between the leasor's management views and

, those of the Flk. A lease arrangement might also throw upon

a private coniractor the risk of launch failure (which is.

totally within Government control) an create a boom or bust

contract denenciing on launch exPerience. Moreover, a lease

arro.ngeent combining hardware and services with international

contra:.tor selection raises serious precedential questions

which mig:It delay the program, when a very similar degree

of private participation might be obtained by contracting

separately for hardware and oEration of control facilities

and earth stations. Finally, Under Secretary Begg's comparison

of private and Government financing charges seems most

appropriate.

From the international point of view, an investment arrangement

would simplify the arrangements and ensure a loore cohesive

U.S. position since separate F;',A and contractor interests

would not be involved in mana7c=ant decisions. Fro a policy

*point of viewit would be acceptable for a preoperational

(experim:-.ntal) system while, c:t the same time, it would

clearly separate the preoperational and operational phases
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and thus optimize the prospects that development and own
er-

ship of the subsequent operational system will be attr
active

to a commercial entity.

Enclosure:

As stated above.

•
•

Sincerely yours,

Philip H. Trezise
Assistant Secretary
for Economic Affairs

••
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Summary Of International Aviation

and Foreign Policy Issues

in the Aeronautical Satellite Program

There are a number of interrelated international aviation

and foreign policy issues involved in the proposed preoperational

aeronautical satellite program. Che that must be given full

recognition and consideration is the United States commitment

to the ICAO (Internaticnal Civil Aviation Organization) whose

membership includes 120 contracting States. ICAO is responsible

for adopting telecommunications standards (among others)

- for international civil aviation to assure safe and eff
icient

operations.

Various meetings of ICAO organs pi-epare Standards and

Recommended Practices (SARPS). In turn, such recommendations

are forwarded to all States for comment and approval. 
The

ICAO Council then reviews the recomcmndations and, taking

into account the cen=ents of States, adopts (or rejects)

SARPS. Upon approval by the Council, States are oblig
ated

to adopt and put into operation the standards, practi
ces

and procedures to the maximum extent possible. ICAO SARPS

require ee,pro\r -.1 of a nojer5.ty of tIse centracting States,.
_

culkA

The development and approval of SARPS involves political 
as

well as technical. considerations since there are econoAtic

impacts on the users and also the industrial sectors 
of

various member countries are desirous of and insis
tent on

having opportunities to participate in the production 
of

avionics and other equipment. -

In 1968, ICAO established a panel to develop the r
ecommended

requirerents and technical characteristics for an 
operational 

aeronautical satellite system. The members of the panel

are the United States, Australia, Canada, France, 
Federal

Republic of Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom; the IT
U

(International Telecommunication Union), IATA (Internationa
l

Air Transport Association) and WY0 World neteorologica
l

Organization) also participate. Until the tiv.o of its last

meeting (January 1S;71) the panel was sharply divided in respe
ct

to the order of radio frequencies to be used; the U.S. 
position

on surported by the IATA but stronglv opposed by

the other members of the panel. By the time the frequency

problem was resolved as a result of the OTP Policy Statement

of January 7, 1971, which specified UHF, considerable fear of
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intentions to proceed unilaterally had developed among

the other members; as a result, the majority of the panel took

the position over U.S. objection that ICAO must specify the

characteristics and parameters for both preoperational and 

operational systems.

While the OTP Policy Statement resulted in an alignment

between the U.S. and the Europeans in respect to radio

frequencies, it gave the Europeans no encouragement in respect

to a cooperative premerational program; the European position

being that they wanted their fair share of the voice in '

deciding the design of any aeronautical system and their

share of the manufacturinc. They also sponsored and paid

for three study contracts leading toward pursuing the

establishment of their own preoperational capability in the

Atlantic area. This, of course, was also a warning to the

United States that they were prepared to .go it alone and

with confidence that their design woula eventually be

acceptable to the majority of ICAO.

The first of the current series of exploratory meetings

betwer:n thp U.S., Europe7ms, Australia, Cria0a, Japan arid

Ulu P1ilippi4:e, LOU:: placu on .,:june 15-17, 1:371 heru in
Washington. At that time the European7, made unequivocally

clear that they would not -;.ecept.- a preoperational program in

which they would be merely subscriber to services provided

by a system established unilaterally by the U.S.; the
European corlmunity also cr.phasized .that financial support for

a cooperative program was available, and that if such a

'program were not attainable, they would proceed on their own.

While Europe does not now have an independent capability

to launch an aeronautical communicntions satellite into
geostationary orbit, the United States, in the context of

the Johnson-Lefevre negotiations, has promised to provide launch
services for such type operations. Also, while present

European capability to construct the satellites without some
U.S. assistance is doubtful, U.S. companies seem willing to
sell the necessary techno3o:rv; tne. only effective policy bar

to U.S. assistance would relate to national security matters.
If the Europez,ns dc.cido to proceed without tho U.S., they
might not be able to establish a preoperational .system within
the same timeframe as envisziged in the current U.S./European
draft program, but they could do so in a somewhat longer.
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timeframe. If the Europeans did go it alone, they certainly
could and would be prenared to fight politically for approval
of SARPS based on their preoperational capability standards
and as noted 71bove, they could -:)robably win sue!-, a fight.
In short, however, U.S.-European cooperation in an aeronautical
program has reached the stage of discussions where U.S.
positions must reflect a reasonable degree of consistency
with stated U.S. policy in respect to cooneration with Europe
in space programs generally and, in particular, in an
aeronautical satellite program.

As stated above, a joint U.S.-European program will
require U.S. assistance for the launches as well as in
construction ef the satellites. In respect to U.S. assistance
with satellite technolo:jv and "know how", the Department
believes it likely that the benefits to the U.S. would exceed
the gain to Eurc2e. AssLmir.:T a 50-50 basis cost sharing
arrangement for the program, the actual U.S. investment would
be appreciably less because of the need by Europe to purchase; U.S. assistance in order to satisfy European responsibilities
in the program. The net costing might be r:Iore like 40-GO
or even possibly 30-70 percPnt in fP.vcr of the U.S.; thus.
the malor uc-L-IL o Lhe ,011a ailjny a
lower dollar investment while gaining in reverse gold flow.

•
1 Given ic. -current discussions with the U.S. and the

indications that an acceptable treoperational progra:A is
emerging, the Eurcl)cans have nc;t continue:: to _press for
immediate further action on the part of the ICAO panel; it
being obvious that the Europc.ans believe, as do the Department
and the DOT (rA70, that a U.S.-Furopean understanding will in
Tact set the preoperational standards.

A major objective of the USG in its discussions with
the Europeans on an aeronautical satellite program has been
to establish th2 basis for an experimental/preoperational
progra with broad internationEll participation so as to
facilitate the emorgenco of cation1 standards by 1.9C0
which will be. readily ac?nte:-: by IC.O. This wculd be
consistent with U.S. policy and principles in respect to
cooperation with the Europeans in space prorams. Further,
improved coml:.unications for air traffic control and air
carrier operations in the Atlantic and Pacific basins, as
well as the no20 for exparienta.tion with surveillance systems,
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has been doc=cnted by the FAA. Thus, one thrust of the
U.S. in the joint discussions is to advance the likelihood
that ICAO approval of characteristics for an operational
system can be attained within an appropriate timeframe.

If a U.S.-European cooperative program is not attained,
the Department is strongly of the opinion that the impact*
will be one of adverse effects on the United States, in
respect to both foreign relations and the timely establishment
of an operational aeronautical satellite system. In this
regard, two salient facts should be recognized:

(1) While the U.S. could unilaterally establish
a preoperltional system in the fa-2e of a separate
European ffort, unilateral testing and use would
not advance the interests of the U.S. internationally,
and it would complicate and delay ICAO's adoption
of operational standards; and

(2) The operational satellite system must be
integrated into a common system of air traffic
control; air traffic control involves the safety
of ljfc and property and suci a systcm must be
standaral/ea and accepted by all; and International
agreement is reaujrc6,to re-configure existing
Flivht Information Regions (FIP's) in order to
take maximum advantage of the ccdmmunications
satellite mode and to economize on en route charges
to civil aviation.
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 "0" Street
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

October 29, 1971

Forwarded herewith is a copy of a letter I have received
from Mr. Stuart G. Tipton, President, Air Transport Association.

You will note that in the last paragraph of his letter
Mr. Tipton indicates that it is his understanding your office will
be reviewing the Federal Aviation Administration proposed program
for the use of satellites in civil aviation. The letter is very
articulate and succinctly sets out strong arguments against such a
program.

I would appreciate any information which you can provide
tome at this time as well as a report on any findings which may be
developed by your office.

Best regards.

GA: jet

I Enclosure a/s

Sincerely yours,

Go on Allott
United States Senator
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- October 26, 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy •
1800 G Street
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

I am transmitting herewith a copy of a letter
dated October 14 from Mr. Stuart G. Tipton, President
of the Air Transport Association, and a copy of my
letter to the Honorable John A. Volpe, Secretary of
Transportation. The correspondence relates to a
proposed agreement for a joint international program
of preoperational trials of satellites for civil
aviation.

It would be helpful for the Subcommittee to
have your comments on the points raised by
Mr. Tipton, with particular reference to the review
Of this matter within the Executive Branch. Your
early response is requested.

With kind regards.

RCB :Wk

Sine re

Robert C. Byrd
Chairman
Subcommittee on the
Department of Transportation
and Related Agencies
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. HENRY A:KISSINGER
THE WHITE HOUSE

•
Subject: DOT/FAA Preoperational Aeronautical

Satellite Program

The Department of State strongly supports the DOT/
FAA program for implementing a preonerational aeronautical
satellite system on a joint basis with ESRO, and involving
participation by Australia, Canada and Japan. The Depart-
ment believes that failure to go forward would have
serious negative foreign relations consequences, and it
favors approval of the project as new negotiated for the
following reasons:

1. It represents a favorable opportunity to engage r 1,— -L.11c.1 ..... -----,----

of high industrial and political inLerest in Europe.
We have aeady entered 'into serious and well-publidized
negotiations with the Europeans, ard to reverse ourselves
would, in our view, have an unfavorable imzpact not only
on future cooperation in post-AL-olio and other space--
related activities, but on overall US-European relations.

2. Cancellation would result in a clear diminution
of United States influence and leadership in ICAO should
the US chang its negotiated position and decide to
proceed unilaterally in the Pacific Ocean area. We be-
lieve that the Euro7,,eans would, in turn, decide to
proceed unilaterally in the Atlantic. They clearly have
the capability, motivation and desire to go it alone, and
we have offered to launch this type of satellite for them.
This would result in the Europeans proposing to ICAO
their own system specifications as operational standards.
Thcsc stan-lz:r:.:s would " e-ot r n

competing US proposals.

•



•

•

3. A favorable balance of payments will re
sult from

the negotiated program, becau
se, in paving one-half the

cost of the program, the Eur
opeans would pay th United

States for half the launch costs
.

• 4. Transoceanic civil aviation is
, by its very nature,

international. Any satellite system must be integrated

into a common system of air traf
fic control. Air traffic

control involves the safety of life 
and property and

such a system must be standardized
 and accepted by all.

International agreement is required to 
re-configure exist-

ing Flight Information Regions (FI
R's: in order to take

maximum advantage of the communicat
ions satellite mode

and to economize on en route charg
es to civil aviation.

5. Given the state of the art in Euro
pe, the benefits

of a joint program can be obtained
 without the loss of

United States technological advantage.
 Moreover, the draft

Memorandum of Understanding includes a 
provision ensuring

that Munitions Control regulations woul
d apply.

While th3 United States could unilaterally
 establish

a preoperational system ih the face 
of a separate -

European et ort, unilateral testing and use 
would not

advance the interests of the US. In contrast, the

negotiated program is clearly in the inte
rests of the

United States. Amplification of the foregoing po
ints

is contained in the D3oartment's letter of 
October 20

to the Office of -Management and Budget and is app
ended

hereto.

The DOT/FA concurs in this memorandum.

U. Alexis Johnson



November 17, 1971

TO: Jon Rose

FROM: George F. Mansur

Attached are draft copies of memoranda which you discussed with
Tom yesterday. Also attached is a talking paper which was dis-
tributed at the Flanigan meeting on Aerosat 3 weeks ago; it may be
useful in providing a quick review of the program.

In view of our conversation yesterday, it is not clear that the
memos should be dispatched to Kissinger and Flanigan until you
and Tom have talked further. We would, however, appreciate your
comments concerning the validity of the views expressed in the memo.

I believe there are three options which have been enunciated:

1. Approve the tentative Memorandum of Understanding on
grounds that foreign relations requires this course of
action.

2. As a first step, request the FAA (Shaffer) to consult with
OTP to determine the feasibility of negotiating revisions
to be more consistent with Administration objectives.
From our viewpoint, this has the advantage of establishing
an OTP overview but the substantive results would probably
be minimal.

3. Recognise that the draft Memorandum of Understanding
embodies provisions which should be corrected and, as a
result, reorient the U.S. -European discussions to achieve
a mutually acceptable agreement more consistent with U.S.
objectives. This approach would require:

a. A low key announcement that the draft Memorandum of
Understanding was under review by the Administration.



b. Postponement of joint program approval until at least

mid-January.

c. Changes in both the forum for negotiations as well as

the substance. With respect to the former, we believe

that low-profile bilateral discussions would be essential.

As noted in earlier memoranda, the draft Memorandum of Understand-

ing contains three apparently independent provisions which we find

objectionable:

a. Requirement for unanimous agreement in program decisions,

which in effect provide veto power to ESRO.

b. Guarantees of equal sharing of R&D and production to ESRC.

c. Equal and joint ownership of the enterprise by the ESRO

and a U.S. industrial firm.

In truth, these provisions are not independent but are interrelated

such that any two of the three provide ESRO with control of this pro-

gram and of any commercial activity that may evolve.

We believe that b. and c., should be amended as follows:

o Award contracts for services and hardware on a basis which

will solicit European participation but which is not mandatory.

Article X of the Intelsat Agreement is a suitable precedent

and provides for contractor evaluation, first, on the basis of

price, quality and delivery, and second, on the degree of

international distribution of work.

o ESRO ownership (or indefeasible right of use) of communi-

cations channels to meet ESRO service requirements is

acceptable; however ownership of the enterprise should be

discouraged on several grounds, 1. e., inconsistent with

private sector investment, and forecloses offering broad

additional services to the maritime and telephone communities.
There are many precedents for this approach in the inter-

national communications industry.

If b. and c., can be structured properly, a., is probably acceptable

to the U.S. and it may be tactful to yield on this point.
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As a postscript, I believe that many of our existing problems in space
cooperation are a direct result of our failure to structure a well planned

Post-Apollo activity which meets both U.S. needs and legitimate desires

of the Europeans for interaction with the U.S. space community. I want

to emphasise that this can and should be done, and further it can be

compatible with U.S. commercial exploitation of space technology. If

we set our minds to the task, appropriate new Post-Apollo initiatives

can be defined and presented to the Europeans in the near-term. This

would tend to deux° current problems in NATO, aerosat, and space
shuttle.
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MEMORANDUM FOR

November 17, 1971

Mr. Henry Kissinger
Mr. Peter Flanigan

The issues .which have arisen in connection with the aeronautical
communications satellfte are of a broad and fundamental nature,
and the program itself is simply the current focal point. The
President is committed to a lessening of the role of the Federal
Government in activities which are more appropriately a part of
the private sector. The Administration's Aeronautical Satellite
Policy of 7 January 1971, i. intended to further this objective and
to establish precedents for other programs.

The principal features of this Policy are:

a. Placement of responsibility to implement the Policy in the
FAA.

b. Requirement that the Government (FAA) lease its communi-
cations services from the private sector by competitive bid.

C. Requirement that institutional arrangements not foreclose
establishment at a communication service which would serve
a broad range of users, including the FAA.

d. Encouragement of international cooperation in ways consistent
with other objectives.

In May the FAA, in conjunction with DoS, initiated exploratory dis-
cussions with the Europeans represented by ESRO to develop a
cooperative program. The draft Memorandum of Understanding which
lass resulted is not consistent with the Administration's Policy of
January, 1971. The tentative arrangements include:

a. ESRO veto power over all program decisions.
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b. Guarantees of an equal share for the Europeans in R&D
and manufacturing for the space segment.

c. Ownership of the resulting enterprise divided equally between
ESRO and a private U.S. contractor.

The proposed arrangements contravene private sector incentives for
investment of venture capital, and as a result the joint FAA/ESRO
program is opposed by U.S. communications carriers and several
aerospace firms. The international air carriers, both U.S. and
foreign, are also inalterably opposed because of expected increased
costs, implications of government ownership, and European control
of the satellite communications serving our domestic routes between
the U.S. Mainland and Hawaii.

The Department of State has expressed concern that unilateral U.S.
alteration to the proposed Memorandum of Understanding would be
harmful to our foreign relations and has suggested that ICAO would
block approval of the operational system. It seems to us that these
fears are not well founded for several reasons:

a. The FAA, including its Administrator, has continually made
it clear that the discussions were exploratory and that a
review of the tentative agreements by the reepective govern-
ments. both U.S. and European, would be necessary.

b. No ICAO action is necessary or contemplated until the end
of the decade, and it is difficult to believe that present
differences will have discernible effects on a world body of
122 nations in 1980.

re The French and German space communities have provided
the principal motivation and guidance for the evolution of
the European views. In assessing the impact of renegotiation
we must understand that there is a clear distinction between
the aviation ministries, the international air carriers, and
the French and German space communities. The French
and German aviation ministries, and to a lesser extent the
British aviation ministry, tend to be influenced by the views
of their respective space communities, but I do not think
that most aviation ministries have strong fundamental views
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concerning the specific arrangements embodied in the
proposed Memorandum of Understanding.

The fundamental focus of current concern should not be the draft
Memorandum of Understanding, but the central issue, which is:

Can a cooperative program be structured which is consistent with

Administration policy, and can such a program now be negotiated
with acceptable effects on foreign relations.

The answer to this question can never be known unless further
negotiation is at least attempted. There are reasons to believe it may
succeed. While proposals to alter the program will definitely cause
adverse reaction from the French and German space communities, we
believe that the overall reaction of governments can be minimised by
firm and tactful negotiation with the interested aviation ministries.
The Europeans are acutely aware of the strong opposition to the pro-
gram by the international air carriers, and of the recent concern of
several members of Congress. They know also that there are diver-
gent views within the Executive Branch and that the Administration is
reviewing the tentative arrangements. Accordingly, the Europeans
are uncertain about the outcome and we propose therefore to use this
uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent with broader
United States objectives.

In our view, this program can, if properly structured with the Europeans,
provide the seed for development of a new mobile communications
industry. Since the satellites for this program are designed with
5-7 year lifetimes, we are now structuring the institutions for air
traffic control communications, and more generally perhaps, a mobile
communications industry for the next decade aid beyond. This industry
might gross as much as $1 billion over the next decade. It can provide
work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace and electronic
industries in the next five years. For this reason, the central thrust
of our policy is to permit a fair and equal competition by U.S. and
European industries without governmental guarantees which, in the
tentative agreement, restrict competition by providing for an equal
sharing of production independent of price.

The Congress is taking an active interest in the evolution of this
program and in the Executive Branch decision process. We are
concerned about our inability to respond to the several inquiries we
have received from the Congress. Early resolution of these issues
is essential.
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I suggest that arP be instructed to undertake, in conjunction with the
FAA and DoS, a continuation of the discussions between the U.S. and
the Europeans to restructure an agreement which is consistent with
the Administration objectives.

DO CHRON
DO RECORDS
Mr. Whitehead,-

GFMansur /tw

Clay T. Whitehead



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

November 17, 1971

TO: Clay T. Whitehead

FROM: Peter Flanigan

Henry Kissinger and I have reviewed the policy implications
of the proposed U.S. -European aeronautical satellite memorandum
of understanding. We share your view that many of its provisions
are not consistent with the Administration's policies and objectives.

As a result you should reorient the negotiations, in conjunction
with the FAA and Department of State, to explore with the Europeans,
ways to develop a cooperative program which is consistent with
Administration policies. If this does not prove to be feasible, you
should develop options for further consideration.



October 19, 1971

AEROSAT

PROGRAM:

1. The purpose is to provide improved communications and

ultimately navigation for over ocean commercial air traffic control.

2. The program consists of two phases: pre-operational

beginning in 1973 which will transition to operational (mandatory) by

1980.

3. Current plans are for two satellites over each of the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, to be followed in the late 70's with additional

satellites to provide world coverage.

4. Costs estimates for the program range from less than $75

(Hughes) to $140 M (FAA/ESRO. )

5. Although the focus is currently on FAA ATC utilization, it is

expected that a properly conceived system would provide major new

services to the Maritime community as well.

ADMINISTRATION POLICY:

1. Plans for an aeronautical satellite have been discussed since

1966, but technical and institutional problems prohibited initiation of

the program.
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2. Between 1966 and 1970 two competing programs evolved: an

FAA/COMSAT lease arrangement and a NASA/ESRO research and

development program.

3. OTP undertook a policy review in October 1970 which lead

to enunciation of the Administration Policy on 7 January 1971.

Principal features of the policy are:

a. Delegated full responsibility to the FAA thereby killing

the NASA/ESRO program.

b. Required the Government to lease services from the

private sector by competitive bid.

c. Required institutional arrangements to be consistent with

deployment of a multiple user system, and

d. Encouraged international cooperation where consistent

with other objectives.

STATUS: 

1. By letter of 11 June, OMB asked the FAA to explore international

participation.

2. This lead to FAA/ESRO discussions starting in July and

continuing to the present.
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3. A tentative draft memorandum of understanding has been

prepared by the FAA and ESRO which:

a. Provides for the Europeans to contribute 50% of the

program cost which is estimated at $125-140 M.

b. Requires unanimity between the US and ESRO in all

program decisions which, in effect, provides veto power to any

member of ESRO.

c. Requires that production be .shared with the Europeans

on a 50-50 basis.

d. Requires 50% ownership of the enterprise by the Europeans.

4. The draft Memorandum of Understanding is scheduled to be

signed by the FAA and ESRO on 3 November.

RESULTS:

1. US aerospace industry and common carriers received the

Administration Policy of 7 January very favorably, and initial

indications were that five firms planned to bid the program on a

lease-service basis. These five were: COMSAT, RCA GLOBCOM,

Hughes, Philco Ford, and GE.

•
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2. As presently structured in the draft Memorandum of Under-

standing, the U.S. aerospace industry and common carriers have

stated that they cannot provide leased services because of the absence

of investment incentives and the "bizarre institutional arrangements.

3. Accordingly, the FAA is now requesting a Government owned

system with 50% ownership by the FAA and 50% ownership by ESRO.

POSITIONS:

1. The FAA and State Department support the program.

2. OST, Pete Peterson, and NASC have major problems with .

the Memorandum of Understanding, but are uncertain as to what steps

should be taken at this time.

3. NSC also has serious problems with the Memorandum of

Understanding, but does not believe the issues are sufficiently

important to be addressed by NSC.

4. The U.S. communications carriers strongly oppose the

Memorandum of Understanding since it precludes a private sector

offering of a major new communication service.
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5. Most of the aerospace industry opposes the Memorandum of

Understanding because of the awkward management and procurement

provisions.

6. The international air carriers, both U.S. and foreign, are

unalterably opposed to the FAA/ESRO program and have currently

mounted a campaign in Congress to stop the program. Congressman

McFall of the House Subcommittee on Transportation plans to hold

hearings on the proposed FAA/ESRO program the week of 18 October.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. As presently structured, the program should be disapproved

on the basis that it is inconsistent with Administration policy.

2. Alter the program to provide incentives for private sector

development.

3. Try to establish an international "coordinated" program

rather than a "joint" program.

4. If 3., is not possible, proceed with deployment in the Pacific

where the U.S. has unilateral ATC responsibility and work towards

ex-tension of the system to the Atlantic in 1974-1975.



5. Accelerate the program to realize employment opportunities



COMMUNI=ATiZINE: CO;371:3:qt!

JOSE?H H. Mc:CONNELL
Chairman of th! Ez!rd

November 18, 1971

Mr. Peter Flanigan

Assistant to the President

The White House

Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Peter:

I know that you have been closely aware of Comsat's

interest in seeking to provide aeronautical communications

services to meet the growing need and requirements for such

services. Comsat's interest and investment in all aspects

of an initial commercial aeronautical communications satel-

lite system have now extended over a number of years. We

are, therefore, greatly disturbed at the apparent conclusion

of the FAA that it is now planning to proceed on the basis

of a government ownership of the satellites and that it is

seeking budgetary approvals for such a system.

As you know, Comsat, although a one hundred percent

private stock company, is limited specifically by statute to

the field of satellite communications. Since our establish-

ment we have vigorously pursued the economic development of

reliable commercial services including satellite communication

services to aircraft in trans-oceanic flight. We have invested

considerable resources over the last several years in the

development of aeronautical services and have submitted four

proposals to provide this service to the U. S. government and

commercial airlines. These proposals were based on extensive

prior discussion of requirements with officials of the govern-

ment concerned with aeronautical commun!_cations. We have

offered to provide the desired services on a commercial lease

basis where we provide all investment and guarantee the service;



Mr. Peter Flanigan - 2 November 18, 1971

the customer(s) would pay only when the leased services are

available, and for the time that they are available, for the

duration of the lease period.

In making the corporate investment on which these prior
proposals were based, we have been guided by the established

government policy to utilize commercial communications ser-

vices when available rather than investing in government

owned and operated equipment. We were encouraged when the

Office of Telecommunications Policy, after reviewing the

aeronautical satellite question, restated on January 7, 1971

that it is the government policy to proceed with the program

and lease services rather than buy and operate equipment. We

have, therefore, continued to expend our resources since this

reaffirmation of policy, and believe the reversal of such a
decision now would not be in the public interest and would be

grossly unfair to our stockholders.

'I am aware that the terms and details of a proposed U.S.-

European Agreement which is being constructed tends to cloud

the essential issues, and I wish to emphasize several funda-

mental points for your consideration:

Comsat is willing to provide any aeronautical service(s)
presently being contemplated for the proposed aeronautical
satellite program, in any of the frequency ranges being con-
sidered, on a fixed-price leased-services contract(s), for
a guaranteed service, without the necessity of government
investment. The only limitation on the quantity or quality

of service to be provided is the technical state-of-the-art,
which is unrelated to a lease or buy decision. The only
research and development involved lies in the way the corrununi-
tions links through the earth stations and satellites would
be used and not in the satellite technology.

While the terms of the proposed U.S.-European Agreement
obviously present serious impediments to a U.S. government
lease of aeronautical services, it must be emphasized that
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Mr. Peter Flanigan - 3 November 18, 1971

these impediments are the direct consequence of the parti-
cularly bizarre management arrangements provided by the
proposed Agreement. They are not at all necessary con-
sequences of a leased-services approach. We would be
quite willing to invest in a partnership in which the
partners have equal voice in the selection of subcontract-
ors and vendors, the technical designs, adequacy of accept-
ance tests, etc., where the decision and direction is in
equitable proportion to investment risk. Obviously we
could not accept technical direction from a third party
over these matters affecting our investment.

Regardless of the scope of the initial program, the
total investment required and the realizable satellite
lifetime clearly supports the expectation that additional
customers could make use of these services, including some
airlines. We can, therefore, see no conceivable reason
why the initial program should not be based on a common
carrier approach. In this manner, not only could additional
cUstomers easily be accommodated but the cost to the govern-
ment minimized, since the depreciation of ground equipment
would extend over more than the lifetime of the initial
satellites.

In summary, we have invested our resources on the basis

of published and reaffirmed U.S. government policy of leased
services, rather than government investment and ownership.
If the service is available commercially on a fixed-price,
guaranteed basis, how can it be justified on a research and
development basis, or on a government-ownership basis? Is
consideration of leased-service to be dismissed on the basis
of one particularly complex approach to a lease arrangement,
without even considering letting the investment partners make
the partnership arrangements on the basis of their investment?
And finally, when it is obvious that a successful aeronautical
satellite program can provide services to a number of users,
including commercial airlines, within the reasonable lifetime
of the first generation of aeronautical satellites, how can
any approach except that of a common carrier be justified?
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Mr. Peter Flanigan - 4 November 18, 1971

• I have not wished to impose on your time at this stage

by including in this letter a point-by-point analysis of the

many and substantial respects in which we believe the arrange-

ments proposed by FAA are impractical, and we believe contrary

to the public interest. We would be glad to provide such an

analysis in writing or orally, if you believe it would assist

the decision-making process.

Finally, an important point should be emphasized. Our

discussions with FAA and the airlines that have ensued over a

number of years up to these recent proposals have required us

to perform substantial planning and development work for the

offering of aeronautical communications services. In the course

of this work we have incurred system development costs in excess

of one million dollars ($1,176,000 as of September 30, 1971),

which now stand on our books. These costs must be written off

in a single year, if the Government proceeds in the fashion

proposed by the FAA. We think it is a discouraging commentary

on the seriousness of purpose with which the Government views

the mission of this Government-sponsored corporation, that, as

a result of actions of the Government itself, we should be re-

quired to write off the costs of our efforts to develop an

aeronautical communications system which would benefit private

and Government users alike.

CC: Mr. C. T. Whitehead

Sincerely,

Joseph H.

6.2) 3

McConnell
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UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE

#FOR POLITICAL AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. HENRY A:KISSINGER
THE WHITE HOUSE

Subject: DOT/FAA Preoperational Aeronautical
Satellite Program •i

a

The Derartment of State strongly supports the DOT/
FAA program for implementing a preoperational aeronautical
satellite system on a joint basis with ESRO, and involving
participation by Australia, Canada and Japan. The Depart-
ment believes that failure to go forward would have
serious negative foreign relations consequences, and it
favors approval of the project as ncw negotiated for the
following reasons:

1. It reDresents a favorable opportunity to engage
Zzl;:3pc,anz zuocz=cul'-.7 in a maj.-r jcin4-

of high indvstrial and political interest in Europe.
We have already entered 'into serious and well-publidized
negotiations with the Europeans, ard to reverse ourselves

would, in our view, have an unfavorable imoact not only
on future cooperation in post-Apollo and other space-
related activities, but on overall US-European relations.

2. Cancellation would result in a clear diminution
of United States influence and leadership in ICAO should
the US change its nec;otHated position and decide to
proceed unilaterally in the Pacific Ocean area. we be-
lieve that the Europeans would, in turn, decide to
proceed unilaterally in the Atlanti-c. They clearly have
the capability, motivation and desire to go it alone, and
we have offered to launch this typo of satellite for them.
This would result in the Europeans proposing to ICAO
their own system specifications as operational standards.
Thosc stan-'crcls wo-1-1 over any

. competing US proposals.

1.•
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3. A favorable balance of pay
ments will result from

the negotiated program, b
ecause, in paying one-half the

cost of the program, the E
uropeans would pay th-; United

States for half the launch 
costs.

• 4. Transoceanic civil aviat
ion is, by its very nature,

international. Any satellite system must be integrated

into a common system of air
 traffic control. Air traffic

control involves the safety of 
life and property and

such a system must be standa
rdized and accepted by all. ,m

International agreement is re
quired to re-configure exist-

ing Flight Information Region
s (FIR's: in order to take

maximum advantage of the comm
unications satellite mode

and to economize on en route 
charges to civil aviation.

5. Given the state of the art
 in Europe, the benefits

of a joint program can be 
obtained without the loss of

United States technological adva
ntage. Moreover, the draft

Memorandum of Understanding in
cludes a provision ensuring

that Munitions Control regulat
ions would apply.

While th3 United States could unil
aterally establish

a preoperational system ih the 
face of a separate

European et ort, unilateral te
sting and use would not

advance the interests of the US. 
In contrast, thr,

negotiated program is clearly in 
the interests of the

United States. Amplification of the foregoing Points

is contained in the Departme
nt's letter of October 20

to the Office of -Management and Budget and is appende
d

hereto.

The DOT/FAA concurs in this me
morandum.

et/

U. Alexis Johnson

"2-ci
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

November 29, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier General Haig

The White House

DIRECTOR

Following our conversation on Friday, I have thought more about moving

the Aerosat negotiations to a higher level and broadening the context to

include other communications issues important to the Europeans. Attached

at Tab A is a list of such issues of current concern to us and the Europeans;

at Tab B is a list of the points Don Rice and I made about the tentative

Aerosat Memorandum.

The Europeans are unhappy with many things in international communica-

tions, and recent FCC actions have caused them great consternation. There

are many concessions we can make to the Europeans in the communications

field that are of far more value to them than the Aerosat program, and the

psychological value of a visit by me to the various communications ministers

to make some of these trades would be very beneficial.

Since I have been considering a trip to Europe to discuss some of these

matters in any event, I could be prepared to undertake the broader mission

in reasonably short order. With the appropriate combination of tact, pomp,

and plain old horse trading, ,we could take care of most of our problems

with Aerosat and leave the Europeans feeling very good indeed as far as

cooperation in communications is concerned.

If it is agreed that a trip of this sort would be useful in the near future,

the President could offer to Pompidou, Brandt, and Heath to send his

Director of Telecommunications to meet with their Ministers of Communicatio

to work out some of the problems that he knows are causing concern in

Europe.

Attachments

7 0;
Clay T. Whitehead
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TAB A

• The landing site for a new 4000 circuit transatlantic cable

(TAT-6). Selection of France would mean $100 million in

revenues for the French from transit charges over the first

ten years.

• Production arrangements for TAT-6 which will determine

distribution of $40 million in manufacturing.

EP Ways to improve international communications coordination

concerning construction and investment in new facilities.

This is of great concern to the Europeans since current

U. S. Government procedures practically force their

governments to appear before.the FCC.

• Procedures for deciding which cable and satellite circuits

will be used. There are sensible alternatives to current FCC

procedures which in effect dictate to the Europeans how they

will use circuits in which they have capital investment.

• Exploration of the role of regional satellite systems in a

worldwide communications network. This is of great interest

to France particularly and there is likely to be a mutual

interest in an agreement now that the Intelsat arrangements

have been adopted.

• Restructuring of the International Telecommunications Union

and related international frequency allocation methods.

• Expanded European participation in the NASA ATS-6

experimental communications satellite and support of

European development of a new technology communications

satellite program. This could lead to a cooperative program

for satellite-to-satellite relay.





TAB B

ArKuments for Renegotiation

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the
aerosat communications service in a 50/50 management and
ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of
Intelsat, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any
possibility of keeping international satellite communications
in the private sector. This could be a new communications
service industry with revenues up to $1 billion over this decade.
It seems clearly contrary to the President's intent in such areas.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing
production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government
commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future contrary
to U.S. interests.

• Institutional arrangements for a maritime system will be discussed
early next year. Maritime communications will be at least ten
times larger in volume than aviation, and aerosat is being closely
watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions
in other international forums; i. e., Intelsat and NATO. The

Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition
to divided management and production sharing for the proposed
NATO Integrated Communications System (NICS), and will be
out on a limb if the MOU is signed.

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit
European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost
overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and

contentions than cooperation with Europe and other nations.
This is a far worse case than the Space Shuttle "cooperation"
that the President agreed to turn off.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose
the agreement as do U.S. aerospace and communications service
companies. They oppose Government ownership and object to
the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M $140 M)
over a private sector service ($75).
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It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and communications

interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows our

recent special concession to Europe on launch assurances.

• It will avoid short-term unhappiness on the part of the French,

Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or renego-

tiations would cause Europe to build their own system for the

Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organization, and we

doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also

contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but no

ICAO action is to be taken until the end of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act

of 1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U.S. to provide

access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to the

review by the Munitions Control Board that the Act requires.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administration

will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during budget

hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be

difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cost of

the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, industry

criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international

maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the

MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite

embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.



Arguments for Signing Current MOU 

• The draft MOU is the outcome of FAA/ESRO negotiations, subject
to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be
considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached
by compromises on both sides.

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude
that the U. S. is favoring U. S. industry in this program because
of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a
unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

DIRECTOR

December 2, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Peter Flanigan

Brigadier General Alexander Haig

There have been a number of recent events concerning Aerosat with

which you should be aware. On October 19, the House Appropriations

Subcommittee on Transportation held a closed hearing, to be briefed

on the program, and yesterday the Senate Commerce Subcommittee

on Aviation held a similar review. I have learned today that Senator

Cannon, Chairman of the Aviation Committee, expects to hold formal

hearings in early January. In addition, Senators Anderson, Byrd and

Allott, acting independently, have asked for clarification of the program

from the Executive Branch.

It is becoming clear that Congress is taking a serious view of the

tentative Memorandum of Understanding, and there is some indication

that funds for the program may be delayed or withheld. In any event,

the Appropriations Subcommittee has advised FAA that the MOU should

not be executed before budget clearance has been obtained from the

committee.

This Congressional delay almost forces the U.S. to defer signing of

the MOU and provides the time we sought for the Administration to

renegotiate the terms that are most objectionable.

I have had tentative discussions with Comsat, AT&T, and FCC regard-

ing items we might usefully give the Europeans in the communications

area. The agenda is more than ample to justify a trip such as I

described in my last memorandum, and probably would provide the

best vehicle for renegotiating Acrosat. AT&T has agreed to postpone

certain agreements that they would otherwise make with the Europeans

to permit us to be more forthcoming in gaining the credit for certain

decisions important to the Europeans.
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It is is my understanding that logistics prevent signature of the MOU

till January, in any event. If you concur, I would like to begin

immediately to plan how we can best proceed. So that we can main-

tain more effective control and liaison than we have had in the past,

I would propose to keep you informed more frequently and directly

via memorandum.

---,------
Clay T. Whitehead
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 8, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

SUBJECT: Aerosat

/-a
/d--/7

This memorandum responds to yours of November 29, and also my

discussion of December 2 with your Deputy, Dr. Mansur.

The discussion of the Aerosat program has become so complex, and

involves such a diversity of interests, that a clear development and

exposition of the alternatives is needed before raising the level of the

Aerosat negotiations. To this end I suggest that you convene an

ad hoc intragovernmental committee on which the principal views are

represented: your own, FAA's, State's, OMB's, etc. This group

could prepare a report presenting all the feasible alternatives as well

as the positions of the participants. As you suggest, some of the

alternatives should "package" other international space issues with

Aerosat, particularly to ameliorate the impact of alternatives in which

we would withdraw from the draft Memorandum of Understanding. This

report could then be forwarded through the NSC to the President, with

your recommendations, for his decision, thereby concluding the

matter with finality.

Inasmuch as a significant delay is, in itself, a decision, I urge that this

review be conducted expeditiously, in order that the matter can be

brought up within a week for Presidential decision. ,,,••••••••••

•

7(7",-* z „..);/ 7

/

Alexander M. /Hag, ' Jr. 7

Brigadier General, U. S. A. ,
•

Deputy Assistant to the/President

for National Security Affairs
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 13, 1971

DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier _General Haig

The White House

Enclosed is the memorandum to the President summarizing the
issues, options, and agency views regarding the aeronautical
satellite program. Attached to that memorandum is a staff paper
resulting from the interagency working group which we established
last week. I am also enclosing, for your convenience, copies of
letters from the Congress expressing their interest and concern.

The interagencyr staff paper is of doubtful usefulness. In order to
reach agreement in the working group, we tolerated many incon-
sistencies in the paper. Its principal usefulness is that it highlights
the perspectives and recommendations of the agencies involved.

The aerosat service does not fall into the category of space projects
amenable to the kind of international cooperation Henry and the
President presumably have in mind. (The program was, in fact,
pulled away from NASA for just that reason.) However, you and
Henry may wish to use this occasion to call attention to the need for
a systematic development of cooperative space and other science
projects that are consistent with other U. S. objectives. NSSM 72
failed, but I believe an Executive Office working group could provide
what you need.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Peter Flanigan

Clay T. Whitehead
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM; Clay T Whitehead

SUBJECT: Aeronautical Communication Satellite Service

The Federal Aviation Administration is asking for approval of a draft
Mensersracturn of Understanding (MOLT) establishing a satellite comma.
nication service for civil aviation use in the Atlantic and Pacific, to
be jointly owned and managed 'by the United States and Europe**
governments. The WU lath. result of discussion, between the FAA
and the Europese Space Research Organization (ICSRO) and is now
before the concerned goveraments for approval.

There is a growing need for maritime and aeronautical cotrumlnieations
over the oceans that is best met by satellites. Tho INTELSAT system
Is expected to gross $3 billion over the next decade, and aeroneutical and
Maritime communications services could produce commercial revenues
of $500 trillion te $1 billion over the first decade of service. This
United Stetes made major concessions to Europe in the recent INTELSAT
negotiations in the direction of more political control at the cost of
commercial interests and principles. These same issues are now at
stake in the proposed FAA.ICSRO arrangement.

The proposed NACU is not consistent with stated and published Administra-
tion policy (summary at Tab A) in that it provides for (1) ownership and
operation by the government rather than tbet private seater; (2) political
agreement to share nroduction between Europe sad the United States in
equal proportion; (3) European veto over all program management
*loss; and (4) exclusion of maritime interests. Together with INTELSAT,
this arrangsamst would triad as a persuasive) precedent for the long-run
future of international communications contrary to U.S. interests. it
also requires 1111173 banding of about $60 million not now included in 0Ik4B
planning.
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The provisions of the sou are favorable to European interests in
(1) Sabah% access to U.S.technology and know-how: (21 assuring more
production for their aerospace industry; and (3; fertiterieg the principle
01 gevernment-te-government costrel of international esiosessolitestioas
as opposed to private sector cenuesercial rievelepsnost.

The Departments of State and Transportation fever the draft MOU in
spit. of its inconsistency with stated policy because of the European
desire for government ownership of ceomoomicatioes *ad mandatory
preauction sharing. The provisions ad the 140L; are opposed by OTP,
OMB, sod the ssietant to the 7*•rissident for Intersatiessal lkossornic
Policy because of the major undercutting of 17.S. objectives and the
likelihooe that this monagement arrangements will be prodective of Mort,
tatereetionei coats/Alois than bbaranony in the Astute. The program is
opposed by U.S. and foreign interLeionel air carriers. by U.S. coronae-
niceties. carriers, and by several aerospace snaasfacturing firma. There
Is stiniftesat bi-vartisan Congressiosal oppeeitios and hearings have hoes
announced.

as finnitobeatal issue for year decision is the choice between two basic
**Om

1. Approve the Welt with its significant harm to U.S. eeessemic
anti cominealcatioss policy objectives firs order to avert adverse European
reaction.

7. Direct that the MOU set be approved and that cooperative
arrangements more consistent with fundanseatal U.S. objectives be
eased through negotiatieses at higher levels of prvennousat on a broader

Attached at Tabil3 is * inessuttary of the pros and cone of the two optimist
at Tab C is an interagency staff paper. I strongly recommend that you
approve the **coed OASIS SO that We and ether letorsatienal communica-
noels matters can be pot ea a note HAW basis in cooperation with European
and Asian essionnestentioas antimPities.

Approve Option I

Approve *piton 2

a) Other

.1111/1114111MNOMMIPOMIO.V.P.Midir.

01100141M.1111.111.. .41111k

1.111111111.1001....11111MMIPMEMNIIMOW4111P

CTWhiteheaddrac 12/13/71
cc:
De Records
DO (Arm
Mr. Whitehead.2
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Smith
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TAI3 A

Administration Policy

The Administration policy for aeronautical communications services is

stated inthe Policy of 7 January 1971 and subsequent letters to the FAA

of 19 March and 12 July.

The principal features of this Policy are:

a. The responsibility to implement the Policy is placed in the FAA.

b. The Government (FAA) should lease its communications services

from the private sector.

C. Institutional arrangements should not foreclose establishment

of communications to serve a broad range of users including

both maritime and aeronautical communities.

d: Services and equipment needed by the Government shall be

procured by competitive bid.

e. The Government shall utilize the UHF frequency band near

1000 megahertz;

f. International cooperation should be encouraged in ways consistent

with other objectives.
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TAB B

Arguments for Renegotiation

Of the Proposed Memorandum of Understanding 

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the

AEROSAT communications service in a 50/50 management and

ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of

INTELSAT, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any

possibility of keeping international satellite communications

in the private sector. Communications for aviation and merchant

shipping could be a new communications service industry with

revenues up to $1 billion over the first decade.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing

production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future

contrary to U.S. interests.

• Institutionaj arrangements for a maritime system will be

discussed early next year. Maritime communications will be

several times larger in volume than aviation, and AEROSAT is

being closely watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions

in other international forums; i.e., INTELSAT and NATO. The

Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to similar proposals for divided management and production

sharing for the proposed NATO Integrated Communications

System (NICS).

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit

European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost

overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and

contention than cooperation with Europe and other nations.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose

the agreement as do communications service companies (and

several aerospace firms). They oppose government ownership

and object to the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M-

$140 M) over a private' sector service 075).
"
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• It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and communica-

tions interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows

our recent special concession to Europe on launch assurances.

• It will avoid short-term unhappiness on the part of the French,

Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or

renegotiations would cause Europe to build their own system for

the Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organization, and we

doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also

contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but no

ICAO action is to be taken until the middle of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act of

1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U.S. to provide

access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to the

review by the Munitions Control Board that the Act requires.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administration

will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during budget

hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be

difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cost of

the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, industry

criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international

maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the

MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite

embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.



Arguments for Signing Draft MOU

• The draft MOU is the outcome of FAA/ESRO negotiations, subject

to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be

considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached

by compromises on both sides. .

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude

that the U.S. is favoring U.S. industry in this program because

of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a

unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.
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Joint Aeronautical Satellite Program

I. Background 

During the past several years, the Administration has been actively

encouraging the application of satellite technology to improve the safety

and efficiency of international civil aviation.

a. Telecommunication Policy Objective 

Consistent with the Administration's policy of lessening the

Federal Government's role in activities which more

appropriately can be undertaken in the private sector, the

Office of Telecommunications Policy supports the development

of the satellite communications services required for air

traffic control by private, non-Government entities. Its

objective is an international arrangement providing oceanic

satellite communication services from a commercial

organization.

b. Air Traffic Control Objective 

All interested agencies favor the immediate development

of an air traffiC control program utilizing satellite com-

munications in order to establish by 1980 internationally

approved operational satellites and procedures. Under

treaty, operational 4ctivation of satellite telecommunications

for air traffic control requires International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) approval of technical specifications

and international regional understanding on operating

procedures.

c. Policy of January 7, 1971 

On January 7, 1971, the Office of Telecommunications
Policy issued a policy statement to encourage expeditious
action on a pre-operational/experimental program in air
traffic control utilizing satellite communications with the
following objectives:

"1. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viability
of international civi) aviation.



"2. Promote the timely and useful application of technological
advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic
telecommunications for air traffic control, operational
control, and s-earch and rescue.

113. Assure that program institutional arrangements are

responsive to the requirements of the users, compatible

with the evolving National Aviation System, and consistent
with the foreign policy objectives and commitments of the

United States.

"4. Encourage international cooperation in research, develop-

ment, and applications programs within an institutional

framework which assures effective utilization of resources.

"5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such

as independent surveillance and navigation.

. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs
and encourage the use of facilities available from the
private sector."

The 7 January policy and subsequent letters to the FAA and DOS

of 12 July directed that:

1. "The Department of Transportation . . is to be the
lead management agency, and to assume responsibility
for defining requirements, program budgeting, and
management of pre-operational and operational systems
activity. Through the Department of State, the
Department of Transportation . . . should seek inter-
national utilization of the pre-operational system, and
should initiate cooperative activity with other nations
to establish an operational system in the Atlantic and
Pacific oceanic areas by 1980." (January 7 policy)

2. "The Government shall utilize commercial telecommu-
nications facilities to the maximum extent feasible."
(7 January policy)

"The policy of the U. S. is ownership of communications
systems in the private sector; accordingly, the ownership
of the U. S. portion of both the pre-operational and
operational systoms must be in the private sector.



Although our foreign counterparts typically provide

communications with government-owned systems,

we should encourage the Europeans to adopt a private

ownership approach for the aeronautical satellite

program • All procurements within a joint

international aeronautical satellite program shall be

international competitive bid." (Letter to FAA

Administrator 12 July 1971)

3. "It is possible that a single system combining the

functions of communications and position fixing to

support both maritime and aviation services would

permit economic benefits in a worldwide operational

system." (7 January policy)

"Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite program

is the first step toward the establishment of such a

.system and could establish many precedents, the

institiitional, technical and financial arrangements

of a joint pre-operational international acrosat program

should be consistent with this longer term goal. The

possibility of a multiple user system in the pre-operational

system should not be precluded until such time as it

would cause significant delay in the aerosat program."

Z July lo-tter to FAA Administrator)
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Memorandum of Understanding 

The FAA (with assistance from DOT and DOS) began discussions in June

1971 with a European group for aeronautical satellites, headed by the

Spanish Air Minister, consisting of working representatives from nine

member countries of the European Space Conference, and four other

countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, and the Philippines). These

discussions were in accordance with OMB guidance to consider a

cooperative international program.

The understandings reached are contained in an ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding (MOTJ) which creates an experimental,

pre-operational program for test and evaluation of satellite communica-

tion for air traffic control which is a necessary step to establish

international agreement on technical operational standards and operating

procedures by 1980.

The ad referehdum MOU is now before the governments concerned for .
- 

approval. The essential features are:

, a. Provision of joint US/European procurement of satellites,

control stations, and test avionics sufficient to place two

satellites, each over the Atlantic and Pacific by 1977 at

a cost ranging between $125 and $142 million;

b. Provision for separate but coordinated procurement of ground

stations and pre-production aircraft avionics;

c. Provision for use' without charge of satellite capability by

the major partners ad other nations wishing to join in the

coordinated aeronautical experimentation;

d. Partnership management arrangements for the U.S. and

Europe including:

(1) .joint and equal funding;

(2) joint and equal management requiring unanimous

US/European agreement through an Aerosat Council

on which the U.S. and the Europeans (as a group)

would each have one vote. This is equivalent to a

veto by either party and provides each party with

essential control over all aspects of the program

beyond the basic provisions of the 1\10U;
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joint and equal ownership of two communication satellites
over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans;

(4) a fair and reasonable distribution of the work in recogni-

tion of the joint funding among member states of the

ESRO states participating in the joint program and the
U.S. The FAA and ESRO agree that this will result in

approximately equal distribution of contract responsibi-

lities through subcontract between U.S. and Europe.

e. Participation on a non-partnership, advisory basis by

Australia, Canada, and most probably Japan, each contrib-
uting $4 million and engaging actively in the testing and
evaluation effort but on a non-production basis.

f. The MOU terminates on or before 1 January 1980, without
prejudice to follow-on arrangements.

•••
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III. Options 

The courses of action open to the U. S. Government are:

Option One - Approve signing of the ad referendum MOU and fund the
program as defined.

Option Two - Renegotiate after disapproval of the ad referendum MOU
by proposing to the Europeans, as well as the Japanese, Canadians, and
Australians, further discussions with government communications
officials as to how best to meet broad communications needs for the
19701s, including aeronautical satellite. (Such discussions would not be
with the European Space Research Organization (ESR0). )
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IV. Discussion on Options

A. Approve the Ad Referendum_MOU and Fund the Program
(Option One) 

1. Arguments for this Option 

a. The U. S. should sign the MOU and fund the
program since it represents a highly satis-
factory arrangement with significant benefits

for international aviation, international

relations, the U. S. Government and U. S.

industry.

b. This pre-operational/experimental program

offers the only prospect for adoption of an

ICAO standard and an internationally accepted

implementation plan by 1980.

Since this is an experimental program in air
traffic control (although not in satellite
communications technology), only governments
are willing to defray the air traffic control
expenses and all existing offers are premised
On major government support by investment or
guaranteed lease payments. Equal participation
by Europe and financial contributions by Canada,
Australia, and Japan will lessen the load on the
U. S. tax-Rayer and create a sound precedent for
other experimental space programs in which the
Administration has sought to enlist European
cooperation.

d. International participation will produce a balance
of payments inflow of at least $30 million in this
program while satisfying strong foreign demands
for a responsible role in space exploration. In
view of the contributions from Australia, Canada,
and Japan, the expected cost to the partners is
$56 million each, assuming an estimated total
space segment cost of $125 million. The expected
return.to U. S. industry is in excess of
$85 million.
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c. Government investment will be limited to the
pre-operational/experimental phase which is
consistent with the nature of the program.
The program arrangements will thus preclude
any precedent for Government involvement in
commercial operations.

f. The U. S. will insist that the subsequent operational
system will be organized on a private lease basis.

g. A joint program will create an atmosphere
conducive to the establishment of satisfactory
commercial arrangements for an operational
capability useful not only to aeronautical
authorities but to other mobile service users
who, by or before 1980, may develop requirements.

h. Government investment, which is consistent with
our operation of other experimental programs,
will minimize costs to the U. S. taxpayer by
utilizing existing management capability,
reducing administrative complexity, especially
in the U. S. -European interface (the Europeans
have rejected participation on a lease basis and
-insist on investing). Government investment to
minimize costs and reduce administrative
complexity is supported by U. S. manufacturing
industry.

1. The prop6sed partnership arrangement entails
European sharing of responsibilities for manage-
ment and production in return for full sharing of
costs. Production sharing has been used in
NATO and INTELSAT and is still being considered
in NATO negotiations. It is an essential part of
the partnership arrangement of this program.

2. Arguments Against  this Option 

a. This program can, if properly structured with
ilia Europeans, provide the seed for development
of a new mobile communications industry. Since
the satellites for this program are designed for
5-7 years, there is concern that we are now
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structuring the institutions for aeronautical
communications, and, more generally perhaps, a
mobile communications industry for the next
decade and beyond. The American Institute for
Merchant Shipping has asked that the Policy of
7 January be augmented to assure full maritime
participation. The Maritime Administration
even now has a program underway leading to
a maritime satellite system. If allowed to
develop, this industry may gross from $500M
to $1 billion in the first decade. It can provide
work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace
and electronic industries in the next five years.
For this reason, the central thrust of policy
should be to permit a fair and equal competition
by U. S. and European industries without govern-
mental guarantees. In the tentative agreement,
competition is restricted by providing for sharing
of production,and the management and ownership
arrangements practically foreclose private
sector venture investment.

b. The proposed FAA/ESRO program may establish
a precedent of joint government management and
-.ownership which would be difficult to reverse in
1980 when the pre-operational project concludes.

c. The 1\40U includes a program of satellite develop-
ment`using technology generally available from
prior U. S:- aerospace efforts and, in effect, may
subsidize European aerospace industry.

d. The proposed management, production sharing,
and ownership arrangements contravene private
sector incentives for investment of venture
capital and, as a result, the joint FAA/ESRO
program is opposed by U. S. communications
carriers and several aerospace firms. The
international air carriers, both U. S. and foreign,
are also opposed because of expected increased
costs. The Air Transport Association is concerned
because of implications of government ownership
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and European influence of the satellite
communications serving our domestic air
carfier routes between the U.S. Mainland
and Hawaii.

c. The production arrangements encourage the
concept of sharing production by political
agreement and will, as a U.S. Government
commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent
in the future, which is contrary to U. S. interests.
In this respect, the draft MOU is inconsistent
with U. S. positions in other international forums,
e., INTELSAT and NATO. The Secretary of

Defense has formally expressed strong opposition
to divided management and production sharing
for the new NATO Integrated Communications
System. An agreement for production sharing
for this program would seriously undermine
credibility of the U. S. in NATO negotiations.

f. Finally, the draft MOU is inconsistent with the
Mutual Security Act of 1954, Section 4l4. The
MOU commits the U.S. to provide access to
technology prior to the review by the Munitions
Control Board that the Act requires.

g. It is dipubtful that the Europeans have the will
to carry ovt any threat to go forward alone in
producing an air control traffic system using
satellite communications if we do not accept
the present agreement.

h. Approval of this program prior to Congressional
action authorizing U.S. funds for the programs
is unwise because legislative approval cannot
be guaranteed, especially in the light of publicly
expressed Congressional opposition and industry
attitudes toward the program. Embarrassment
to tlie U. S. among the Europeans would follow
signature of the MOU now if Congress were later
to refuse funds for the program.
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B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum MOU 
(Option Two)

1. Arguments for this Option

a. Concern has been expressed that unilateral U. S.

alteration to the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding would be harmful to our foreign

relations and has suggested that ICAO would

block approval of the operational system.

These fears are not well founded for several

reasons:

(1) The FAA, including its Administrator, has

continually made it clear that the discussions

were exploratory and that a review of the

tentative agreements by the respective
governments, both U.S. and European,

would be necessary.

(2)

•••

(3)

No essential ICAO action is necessary

until the middle of the decade, and it is
difficult to believe that present differences

will have discernible effects on a world
body of 122 nations in 1980.

The French and German space communities
have provided the principal motivation and

•guidance for the evolution of the European
viev7s. In assessing the impact of renegotia-
tion, it must be understood that there is a
clear distinction between the aviation
ministries, the international air carriers,
and the French and the German space
communities. While the French and German
aviation ministries, and to a lesser extent
the British aviation ministry, tend to be
influenced by the views of their respective
space communities, other European
aviation ministries and governments are
believed to have few strong fundamental
views concerning the specific arrangements
embodied in the proposed MOU.
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b. The fundamental focus of current concern should not

be the draft MOU, but the central issue, which is:

Can a cooperative program be structured which is

consistent with Administration policy, and can such

a program now be negotiated without unacceptable

effects on foreign relations.

The. answer to this question can never be known unless

further negotiation is at least attempted. There are

reasons to believe it may succeed. While proposals

to alter the program will definitely cause adverse

reaction from the French and German space commu-

nities, we believe that the overall reaction of

governments can be minimized by firm and tactful

negotiation. The Europeans are uncertain about the

outcome, and it is proposed, therefore, to use this

uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent

with broader United States objectives.

(. The U.S. should accept the temporary political cost

of disapproving the draft MOU while discussing with

the communications officials of the European and other

governments the real problem of providing satellite

communications to all who cross the seas.

The U. S. should deal with the whole oceanic satellite

communications problem, not merely a limited system

directed to air traffic control, and discussions with all

interested States should be lifted out of the space-

aviation area and concentrated among those foreign

officials responsible for communication problems.

In this different environment, the need to have an

oceanic satellite communications system could be

presented along with other programs the U. S. is

prepared to undertake. Starting anew on a broader
base, the U.S. can be consistent in pursuing its
'objective of maintaining communications in the private
sector and allowing industry to enter fairly and com-
petitively,
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2.  Against this Option

a. Disapproval of the MOU in anticipation of
broader discussions and negotiations in the
future is both unnecessary and undesirable.

b. It is premature to attempt to discuss "the
whole oceanic satellite communications problem"
because mobile service requirements, other than
air traffic, cannot be defined at this time. Further-
more, efforts to broaden the program could be
interpreted as a U.S. step toward undermining
the INTELSAT Agreement.

c. The expected capability (consistent with economic
constraints) of the pre-operational/experimental
satellite system (two satellites over each ocean)
is needed to meet the aeronautical test and
evaluation goals. Hence, it is not essential
to consider now the broader issue of multiple-
users, except on an experimental basis which
is provided for in the MOU, and the aeronautical
satellite can be isolated for separate and immediate
consideration.

d. The discussions leading to the MOU were
conducted with the representatives of the
governments involved selected by those govern-
ments. It is unreasonable to expect that negotia-
tions with'ioreign government communications
officials would be possible or would result in a
more favorable agreement for the U.S. on the
immediately needed aeronautical satellite
program than the present MOU. Further, given
the complexity of the overall oceanic communica-
tions problem and the need to reconsider the
Communications Act of 1962 under this option,
the time necessaryto attempt to negotiate a
more general agreement will delay even further
the 'consummation of any agreement in an area
whjre immediate action is needed and render
impossible the goal of a 1980 operational system.
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e. Disapproval would greatly disturb the Europeans
(as well as Canada, Australia, and Japan) and
cast strong doubts on our credibility with regard
to proceeding on any joint aeronautical or space
venture. It might also endanger ratification of
the recently-negotiated definitive arrangements
i)r INTELSAT. This option is in fact self-defeating
since the best way to establish a cooperative
framework for a future program would be to
first establish a short-run cooperative relation-
ship on the proposed joint program as defined
in the MOU.

f. It will "sour" the ICAO outlook with respect to
U.S. views on aeronautical satellites and other
issues of international civil aviation and would
result in a clear diminution of U.S. influence
and leadership in ICAO.

g It would lead to an independent European/
Canadian action in the Atlantic (since they have
the technology, the funds, and the assurance of
a U. S. launch) which would put the U. S. Govern-
ment and industry at a clear disadvantage with
-r e spe ct to an operational system and create
vested interests effectively precluding a broad-
based approach to oceanic mobile communications
in the future. It also would provide an "opening"
for seeking eventually to recover their costs for
such a pr6gram by "user" charges on inter-
national traffic in the Atlantic where two-thirds
of the passengers are U.S. citizen' s.
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V. Recommendations 

a. The DOT/FAA and DOS strongly recommend that the
Administration approve the MOU and fund the program
(Option One). The discussions leading to the MOU were
conducted in accordance with OTP guidance; the stated

OTP objectives of 7 January have been met, and the
program represents a highly satisfactory arrangement

with significant benefits for international aviation,

international relations, the U.S. Government, and U.S.

industry.

b. The Assistant to the President for International Economic

Affairs recommends renegotiations (Option Two) to seek an

agreement more consistent with the Administration's

international economic objectives.

c. Thq, OMB recommends renegotiation on the basis that the

proposed MOU:

1. Is contrary to U.S. commercial and balance of trade

interests;

2. Is likely to lead to management and budgeting

differences with the European partners that will
soon undermine the good will created by going ahead

at this time;
••••

3. Is contrary to published Administration policy to an
extent that will be difficult and potentially embarrassing
to justify to Congress and to industry (Senate Commerce
Committee has scheduled hearings which it feels should
precede signing of the MOU);

4. Adds $60 million unnecessarily to the FAA budget
that is not included in current planning (House and
Senate Appropriations Committees have indicated
opposition and concern).
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d. The Office of Telecommunications Policy recommends
renegotiation (Option Two). The United States should
seek a cooperative program consistent with the fundamental
policies and objectives of this Administration. A successful
program cannot be based on management-by-consensus
proposed in the MOU, with the implicit European veto which
practically guarantees program delays and cost over-runs.
It is likely to bring about more contention than cooperation
with Europe and other nations. Renegotiation offers the
prospect of a cooperative program consistent with investment
incentives for the private sector rather than government
ownership as proposed.

41.•
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Washington, D.C. 20520

December 14, 1971

In accordance with your request for comments on
the draft aeronautical satellite options paper, we
have reviewed the matter carefully and believe
the following observations should be taken into
account and accompany the paper when it goes forward
to the President.

(a) The background section, as now drafted,
does not adequately reflect the sense of urgency in
commencing air traffic control experimentation
which was evident in the January 7 policy statement
and your letter of July 12. As you will recall,
one of OTP's principal arguments for a unilateral
U.S. program (the alternative suggested in the
July 12 letter) was the need to avoid lengthy
negotiations. If your views on this matter have
been modified, I believe you should reflect
the reasons for that modification under Option 2.

(b) Paragraph a on pages 8 and 9 should also
point out that the "fair and reasonable distribution
of work" formula is a step forward from the no
transfer of funds provisions which were proposed
for the post-Apollo program. The "fair and
reasonable" formula allows both deviation from a
strict 50-50 formula and a favorable U.S. balance
of payments inflow arising from European purchase
of U.S. parts necessary to fulfill European contract
responsibilities.

The Honorable
Clay T. Whitehead,

Director of Telecommunications
Policy,

Executive Office of the
President.
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(c) With respect to paragraph d on page 9, we
are aware of ComSat's reservations on the ad referendum
MOU and we understand that Hughes has indicated some
private concern. We are not aware of other carrier or
aerospace opposition (certainly none has been expressed
publicly) and we note that ATA has publicly stated
that it would not oppose the program although it favors
a NASA (government-owned) experiment. In any event,
U.S. mainland-Hawaii routes traverse international
air space and are separated from domestic air routes
(as Overseas Air Transportation) under the Federal
Aviation Act.

(d) Paragraph e on page 10 should point out that
the INTELSAT procurement arrangements are settled and
that we were able to eliminate the strong production-
sharing aspect of the Interim Agreement in the
Definitive Agreement when a large group of non-producing
states became involved.

(e) Paragraph f on page 10 is disputed by the
Department's Office of the Legal Adviser who feels
that Section 414 munitions control requirements are
satisfied.

(f) Paragraph h on page 10 mistakes the intent
of Option 1 which is the formulation of an Administration
position. Certainly, no assurance of U.S. participation
can be given without Congressional funding approval.
However, Congress can make no decision until the
Administration proposes the program.

(g) Paragraph a(2) on page 11 should acknowledge
the ongoing work of the ICAO ASTRA panel which will have
a powerful influence on future ICAO action and in which
we have already experienced difficulties.

(h) Paragraph a(3) on page 11 ignores the fact
that the Ministerial Council of the European Space
Research Organization supports the Aerosat program
as now proposed. This means a governmental commitmentby the participating countries in Europe. In these
circumstances, it is not accurate to state that
governments have few strong fundamental views concerningthe MOU.

.1
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(i) Paragraph b on page 12 fails to reflect thefact that the issue of mobile services was discussedat great length during the TNTELSAT negotiationsand extensively explored in the negotiation of theMOU. U.S. views on the broader issues were not wellreceived by the Europeans and a favorable resolutionof these issues will require extensive and broadbased negotiations in order to involve smaller countriesmore inclined to U.S. views. It is clear that theEuropeans would not view Option 2 as a first move tonegotiate on a new foundation, but rather as a refusalto engage in any short-term, limited, joint experimentalactivity without a concession on longer term issues.

Representatives of the Department would be gladto discuss these issues with you at your convenience,and we would appreciate being informed of theconsequential adjustments in the draft paper.

Sincerely yours,

157
Julius L. Katz
Acting Assistant Secretary
for Economic Affairs
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

December 15, 19 71

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead

Director, Office of

• Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

As you know, over the past several weeks our resp
ective staffs, together

with representatives from the Department of State, 
have worked to prepare

a paper outlining the arguments for and against app
roving the ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding for a Joint Aeronautica
l Satellite Program with

the Europeans. I should like to take this opportunity to make these broad

comments on the results of their efforts, the enclosed 
paper dated

December 11, which I understand you intend to forward 
through appropriate

channels to the President.

First, it was my understanding that this paper was inten
ded to define

the issues and the options and to set forth the respect
ive views of

the Department of Transportation and Department of State, who
 favor

proceeding with the program, and of your office which is i
n opposition

to this course of action. While this concept is quite agreeable to

me, I am concerned that the paper as it stands might inadvertent
ly

be taken by the uninformed reader to be an unbiased account. 
By its

nature, it is an adversary document and it should be t
reated as such.

For this reason, I believe this should be made clear on the 
final

document.

Second, and of greatest concern to me, is your proposed 
inclusion of

a Section V entitled "Recommendations," which includes the
 views of

parties who did not participate in the preparation of the paper
;

namely, the Assistant to the President for International Economic

Affairs and the Office of Management and Budget. Their views clearly

do not belong in a document intended to reflect the beliefs on 
the

aeronautical satellite program held by OTP on one hand, and DOS and

DOT on the other.

I might add at this point my belief that, just as these offic
es have

not participated in the many discussions which DOT/FAA, DOS,
 and OTP

have had on the advantages and disadvantages of the program,
 they have

not had the opportunity to receive briefings on all facets of the

program, and in particular from DOT and DOS. Therefore, I do not

believe that the elements of their recommendations are based upon

complete knowledge of the information available. Consequently, I have
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asked my staff to contact thes
e offices to provide them with compl

ete

and detailed briefings, to answe
r any questions they might have, an

d

to provide them with whatever fac
tual material they may require.

My third point is that I believe
 other revisions to the paper are

necessary. For example, in Section I entitle
d "Background," I note

that a "policy guidance" lett
er you sent to Federal Aviation Admi

nistrator

Shaffer is quoted in context wit
h your January 7 Policy Statement.

 I

consider this inappropriate b
ecause by so doing, a publicly iss

ued

statement of Administration p
olicy is, by implication, given eq

ual

stature with a letter sent mo
re than a half year later. I also note that

you make a number of assertions w
ith regard to foreign affairs, a

nd that

you argue that Administration en
dorsement should be withheld b

ecause

of possible embarrassment in the
 event that Congress did not ap

prove

funds for the program. I will defer to the Department of 
State as

regards the former matter. However, concerning our relati
onship with

Congress, I believe that we in
 the Administration normally est

ablish

our position before seeking Congr
essional action, and see no reas

on

to change this process in this case
.

In spite of the foregoing comments
, I would be agreeable to you

r sending

the paper forward provided you inc
lude this letter in the packag

e. I

would appreciate being advised as to
 the course of action you plan 

to

follow.

Enclosure

Sincerely,
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, December 11, 1971

JOINT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM 

Background

Ad Referendum Memorandum of Understanding

III Options

IV • A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program

• 1. Arguments foi this option

2. .Arguments against this option
IVO

B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum MOU

1. Arguments for this option

2. Arguments against this option



• •Joint Aeronautical Satellite Program

I. Background 

During the past several years, the Administration has been actively

encouraging the application of satellite technology to improve the safety

and efficiency of international civil aviation.

a. Telecommunication Policy Objective 

Consistent with the Administration's policy of lessening the

Federal Government's role in activities which more

appropriately can be undertaken in the private sector, the

Office of Telecommunications Policy supports the development

of the satellite communications services required for air

traffic control by private, non-Government entities. Its

objective is an international arrangement providing oceanic

satellite communication services from a commercial

organization.

b. Air Traffic  Control Objective 

All interested agencies favor the immediate development

of an air traffi-c control program utilizing satellite com-

munications in order to establish by 1980 internationally

approved operational satellites and procedures. Under

treaty, operational activation of satellite telecommunications

for air traffic control rec3uires International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) approval of technical specifications

and international regional understanding on operating

procedures.

c. P_i_or of January 7, 1971 

On January 7, 1971, the Office of Telecommunications

Policy issued a policy statement to encourage expeditious

action on a pre-operational/experimental program in air

traffic control utilizing satellite communications with the

following objectives:

nl. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viability

of international civil aviation.
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"Z. Promote the timely and useful application of technological
advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic
telecommunications for air traffic control, operational
control, and search and rescue.

113, Assure that program institutional arrangements are
responsive to the requirements of the users, compatible
with the evolving National Aviation System, and consistent
with the foreign policy objectives and commitments of the
United States.

"4. Encourage international cooperation in research, develop-
ment, and applications programs within an institutional
framework which assures effective utilization of resources.

"5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such
as independent surveillance and navigation.

"6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs
and encourage the use of facilities available from the
private sector."

The 7 January policy and subsequent lettors to the FAA and DOS
of 12 July directed that:

1. "The Department of Transportation . . . is to be the
lead management agency, and to assume responsibility
for defining requirements, program budgeting, and
management of pre-operational and operational systems
a,ctivity. Through the Department of State, the
Department of Transportation . . . should Seek inter-
national utilization of the pre-operational system, and
should initiate cooperative .activity with other nations
to establish an operational system in the Atlantic and
Pacific oceanic areas by 1980." . (January 7 policy)

2. "The Government shall utilize commercial telecommul
ni.cations facilities to the maximum extent feasible."
(7 January policy)

"The policy of the U. S. is ownership of communications
systems in the private sector; accordingly, the ownership
of the U. S. portion of both the pre-operational and
operational systems must be in the private sector.



Although our foreign counterparts typically provide

communications with government-owned systems,

we should encourage the Europeans to adopt a private

ownership approach for the aeronautical satellite

program . . All procurements within a joint

international aeronautical satellite program shall be

international competitive bid." (Letter to FAA

Administrator 12 July 1971)

3, "It is possible that a single system combining the

functions of communications and position fixing to

support both maritime and aviation services would

permit economic benefits in a worldwide operational

system." (7 January policy)

"Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite program

is the first step toward the establishment of such a

system and could establish many precedents, the

institutional, technical and financial arrangements

of a joint prc-operational international aerosat program

should be consistent with this longer term goal. The

possibility of a multiple user system in the pre-operational

system should not be precluded until such time as it

would cause significant delay in the aerosat program."

(12 July letter to FAA Administrator)

OP.
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11. Memorandum of Understanding 

The FAA (with assistance from DOT and DOS) began discussions in June

1971 with a European group for aeronautical satellites, headed by the

Spanish Air Minister, consisting of working representatives from nine

member countries of the European Space Conference, and four other

countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, and the Philippines). These

discussions were in accordance with OMB guidance to consider a

cooperative international program.

The understanding reached are contained in an ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding (IviOU) which creates an experimental,

pre-operational program for test and evaluation of satellite communica-

tion for air traffic control which is a necessary step to establish

international agreement on technical operational standards and operating

procedures by 1980.

The ad referendum MOU is now before the governments concerned for .

approval. The essential features are.:

a. Provision of joint US/European procurement of satellites,

control stations, and test avionics sufficient to place two

satellites, each over the Atlantic and Pacific by 1977 at

a cost ranging between $125 and $142 million;

b. Provision for separate but coordinated procurement of ground
stations and pre-production aircraft avionics;

c. Provision for use without charge of satellite capability by

the major partners arYd other nations wishing to join in the
coordinated aeronautical experimentation;

d. Partnership management arrangements for the U.S. and
Europe including:

(1) joint and equal funding;

(2) joint and equal management requiring unanimous
US/European agreement through an Aerosat Council
on which the U.S. and the Europeans (as a group)
would each have one vote. This is equivalent to a
veto by either party and provides each party with
essential control over all aspects of the program
\beyond the basic provisions of the MOU;
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joint and equal ownership of two communication satellites

over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans;

(4) a fair and reasonable distribution of the work in recogni-

tion of the joint funding amosng member states of the

ESRO states participating in the joint program and the

U.S. The FAA and ESRO agree that this will result in

approximately equal distribution of contract responsibi-

lities through subcontract between U.S. and Europe.

c. Participation on a non-partnership, advisory basis by

Australia, Canada, and most probably Japan, each contrib-

uting $4 million and engaging actively in the testing and

evaluation effort but on a non-production basis.

1. The MOU terminates on or before 1 January 1980, without

prejudice to follow-on arrangements.

••••



•III. Options

The courses of action open to the U. S. Government are:

Option One - Approve signing of the ad referendum lvIOU and fund the
program as defined.

Option Two - Renegotiate after disapproval of the ad referendum MOU •
by proposing to the Europeans, as well as the Japanese, Canadians, and
Australians, further discussions with government communications
officials as to how best to meet broad communications needs for the
1970's, including aeronautical satellite. (Such discussions would not be
with the European Space Research Organization (ESR0).)
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1.V. Discussion on Options 

A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program
(Option One) 

1. Arguments for this Option 

a. The U. S. should sign the MOU and fund the
program since it represents a highly satis-
factory arrangement with significant benefits
for international aviation, international
relations, the U. S. Government and U. S.

industry.

This pre-operational/experimental program
offers the only prospect for adoption of an
ICAO standard and an internationally accepted
implementation plan by 1980.

c. Since this is an experimental program in air
traffic control (although not in satellite
communications technology), only governments
are willing to defray the air traffic control

expenses and all existing offers are premised
on major government support by investment or
guaranteed lease payments. Equal participation
by Europe and financial contributions by Canada,
Austtalia, and Japan will lessen the load on the
U. S. taxpayer and create a sound precedent for
other experimental space programs in which the
Administration has sought to enlist European
cooperation.

d. International participation will produce a balance
of payments inflow of at least $30 million in this
program while satisfying strong foreign demands
for a responsible role in space exploration. In
view of the contributions from Australia, Canada,
and Japan, the expected cost to the partners is
$56 million each, assuming an estimated total
space segment cost of $125 million. The expected
return to U. S. industry is in excess of
$85 million.
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Government investment will be limited to the
pre-operational/experimental phase which is

consistent with the nature of the program.

The program arrangements will thus preclude

any precedent for Government involvement in

commercial operations.

f. The U. S. will insist that the subsequent operational
.system will be organized on a private lease basis.

g. A joint program will create an atmosphere

conducive to the establishment of satisfactory

commercial arrangements for an operational

capability useful not only to aeronautical

authorities but to other mobile service users

who, by or before 1980, may develop requirements.

h. Government investment, which is consistent with

our operation of other experimental programs,

will minimize costs to the U. S. taxpayer by

utilizing existing management capability,

reducing administrative complexity, especially

in the U. S. -European interface (the Europeans

have rejected participation on a lease basis and

-insist on investing). Government investment to

minimize costs and reduce administrative

complexity is supported by U. S. manufacturing

industry.

The propOSed partnership arrangement entails
European sharing of responsibilities for manage-
ment and production in return for full sharing of
costs. Production sharing has been used in
NATO and INTELSAT and is still being considered

in NATO negotiations. It is an essential. part of
the partnership arrangement of this program.

2. Arguments Against this  Option

a. This program can, if properly structured with

the Europeans, provide the seed for development

of a new mobile communications industry. Since

the s.i>tellites for this program are designed for

5-7 years, there is concern that we are now
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structuring the institutions or aeronautical
communications, and, more generally perhaps, a
mobile communications industry for the next
decade and beyond. The American Institute for
Merchant Shipping has asked that the Policy of
7 January be augmented to assure full maritime
participation. The Maritime Administration
even now has a program underway leading to
a maritime satellite system. If allowed to
develop, this industry may gross from $500M
to $1 billion in the first decade. It can provide
work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace
and electronic industries in the next five years.
For this reason, the central thrust of policy
should be to permit a fair and equal competition
by U.S. and European industries without govern-
mental guarantees. In the tentative agreement,
competition is restricted by providing for sharing
of production,and the management and ownership
arrangements practically foreclose private
sector venture investment.

b. The proposed FAA/ESRO program may establish
a precedent of joint government management and

_ownership which would be difficult to reverse in
1980 when the pre-operational project concludes.

C. The MOU includes a program of satellite develop-
ment'using technology generally available from

.prior U. S:- aerospace efforts and, in effect, may

subsidize European aerospace industry.

d. The proposed management, production sharing,

and ownership arrangements contravene private
sector incentives for investment of venture

capital and, as a result, the joint FAA/ESRO
program is opposed by U.S. communications
carriers and several aerospace firms. The
international air carriers, both U.S. and foreign,
are also opposed because of expected increased
costs. The Air Transport Association is concerned
because of implications of government ownership
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and European influence of the satellite

communications serving our domestic air

carrier routes between the U.S. Mainland

and Hawaii.

The production arrangements encourage the

concept of sharing production by political

agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent

in the future, which is contrary to U.S. interests.

In this respect, the draft MOU is inconsistent

with U. S. positions in other international forums,

1. e., INTELSAT and NATO. The Secretary of

Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to divided management and production sharing

for the new NATO Integrated Communications

System. An agreement for production sharing

for this program would seriously undermine

creditability of the U.S. in NATO negotiations.

I. Finally, the draft MOU is inconsistent with the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, Section 414. The

MOU commits the U.S. to provide access to

technology prior to the review by the Munitions

Control Board that the Act requires.

g• It is doubtful that the Europeans have the will
to caYry out any threat to go forward alone in
producing.an air control traffic system using
satellite communications if we do not accept
the present agreement.

h. Approval of this program prior to Congressional
action authorizing U.S. funds for the programs

is unwise because legislative approval cannot
be guaranteed, especially in the light of publicly
expressed Congressional opposition and industry

attitudes toward the program. Embarrassment
to the U.S. among the Europeans would follow
signature of the MOU now if Congress were later

to refuse funds for the program.
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B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad"Referendum MOU 
(Option Two)

1. Arguments for this Option

a. Concern has been expressed that unilateral U.S.
alteration to the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding would be harmful to our foreign
relations and has suggested that ICAO would
block approval of the operational system.
These fears are not well founded for several
reasons:

(1) The FAA, including its Administrator, has
continually made it clear that the discussions
were exploratory and that a review of the
tentative agreements by the respective
governments, both U.S. and European,
would be necessary.

(2) No essential ICAO action is necessary
until the middle of the decade, and it is
difficult to believe that present differences
will have discernible effects on a world
body of 122 nations in 1980.

(3) The French and German space communities
have provided the principal motivation and

'guidance for the evolution of the European
vie\qs. In assessing the impact of renegotia-
tion, it must be understood that there is a
clear distinction between the aviation
ministries, the international air carriers,
and the French and the German space
communities. While the French and German
aviation ministries, and to a lesser extent
the British aviation ministry, tend to be
influenced by the views of their respective
space communities, other European
aviation ministries and governments are
believed to have few strong fundamental
views concerning the specific arrangements
embodied in the proposed MOU.
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b. The fundamental focus of current concern should not
be the draft MOU, but the central issue, which is:
Can a cooperative program lye structured which is
consistent with Administration policy, and can such
a program now be negotiated without unacceptable
effects on foreign relations.

The answer to this question can never be known unless
further negotiation is at least attempted. There are
reasons to believe it may succeed. While proposals
to alter the program will definitely cause adverse
reaction from the French and German space commu-
nities, we believe that the overall reaction of
governments can be minimized by firm and tactful
negotiation. The Europeans are uncertain about the
outcome, and it is proposed, therefore, to use this
uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent
with broader United States objectives.

c. The U. S. should accept the temporary political cost
of disapproving the draft MOU while discussing with
the communications officials of the European and other
governments the real problem of providing satellite
communications to all who cross the seas.

MOW

The U.S. should deal with the whole oceanic satellite
communications problem, not merely a limited system
directed to air traffic control, and discussions with all
interested etatcs should be lifted out of the space-
aviation area and concentrated among those foreign
officials responsible for communication problems.
In this different environment, the need to have an
oceanic satellite communications system could be
presented along with other programs the U.S. is
prepared to undertake. Starting anew on a broader
base, the U.S. can be consistent in pursuing its
objective of maintaining communications in the private
sector and allowing industry to enter fairly and com-
petitively.
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2. Arguments Against this Option

a. Disapproval of the MOU in anticipation of
broader discussions and negotiations in the
future is both unnecessary and undesirable.

b. It is premature to attempt to discuss "the
whole oceanic satellite con-imunications problem"
because mobile service requirements, other than
air traffic, cannot be defined at this time. Further
more, efforts to broaden the program could be
interpreted as a U.S. step toward undermining
the INTELSAT Agreement.

C. The expected capability (consistent with economic
constraints) of the pre-operational/experimental
satellite. system (two satellites over each ocean)
is needed to meet the aeronautical test and
evaluation goals. Hence, it is not essential
to consider now the broader issue of multiple-
users, except on an experimental basis which
is provided for in the MOU, and the aeronautical
satellite can be isolated for separate and immediate
consideration.

d. The discussions leading to the MOU were
conducted with the representatives of the
governments involved selected by those govern-
ments. It is unreasonable to expect that negotia-
tions with government communications
officials would be possible or would result in a
more favorable agreement for the U.S. on the
immediately needed aeronautical satellite
program than thC present MOU. Further, given
the complexity of the overall oceanic communica-
tions problem and the need to reConsider the
Communications Act of 1962 under this option,
the time necessary to attempt to negotiate a
more general agreement will delay even further
the consummation of any agreement in an area
where immediate action is needed and render
impossible the goal of a 1980 operational system.
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e. Disapproval would greatly disturb the Europeans

(as well as Canada, Australia, and Japan) and

cast strong doubts on our credibility with regard

to proceeding on any joint aeronautical or space

venture. It might also endanger ratification of

the recently-negotiated definitive arrangements

for INTELSAT. This option is in fact self-defeating

since the best way to establish a cooperative

framework for a future program would be to

first establish a short-run cooperative relation-

ship on the proposed joint program as defined

in the MOU.

f. It will "sour" the ICAO outlook with respect to

U.S. views on aeronautical satellites and other

issues of international civil aviation and would

result in a clear diminution of U.S. influence

and leadership in ICAO.•

g. It would lead to an independent European/

Canadian action in the Atlantic (since they have

the technology, the funds, and the assurance of

a U. S. launch) which would put the U. S. Govern-

ment and industry at a clear disadvantage with

-respect to an operational system and croate

vested interests effectively precluding a broad-

based approach to oceanic mobile communications

in the future. It also would provide an "opening"

for seeking eventually to recover their costs for

such a pr6gram by "user" charges on inter-

national traffic in the Atlantic where two-thirds

of the passengers are U.S. citizens.
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V. Recommendations

a.

b.

C.

The DOT/FAA and DOS strongly recommend that the

Administration approve the MOU and fund the program

(Option One). The discussions leading to the MOU were

conducted in accordance with OTP guidance; the stated

OTP objectives of 7 January have been met, and the

program represents a highly satisfactory arrangement

with significant benefits for international aviation,

international relations, the U.S. Government, and U.S.
industry.

The Assistant to the President for International Economic

Affairs recommends renegotiations (Option Two) to seek an

agreement more consistent with the Administration's

international economic objectives.

The OMB recommends renegotiation on the basis that the

7-Nr nr.n q MOTT•

1. Is contrary to U. S. commercial and balance of trade

interests;

2. Is likely to lead to management and budgeting

differences with the European partners that will

soon undermine the good will created by going ahead

at this time;

3.- - Is contrary to published Administration policy to an

extent that will be difficult and potentially embarrassing

to justify to Congress and to industry (Senate Commerce

Committee has scheduled hearings which it feels should

precede signing of the MOU);

4. .Adds $60 million unnecessarily to the FAA budget

that is not included in current planning (House and

Senate Appropriations Committees have indicated

opposition and concern).

0
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d. The Office of Telecommunications Policy recommends
renegotiation (Option Two). The United States should
seek a cooperative program consistent with the fundamental
policies and objectives of this Administration. A successful
program cannot be based on management-by-consensus
proposed in the MOU, with the implicit European veto which
practically guarantees program delays and cost over-runs.
It is likely to bring about more contention than cooperation
with Europe and other nations. Renegotiation offers the
prospect of a cooperative program consistent with investment
incentives for the private sector rather than government
ownership as proposed.

4

41.
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We accordingly reached tentative agre

ement with the Europeans for

a program vilich would provide:

* Ja1.4 US/European procurement d! two
 communiCations

satellites each over the Atlantic and Pacific
 ocean areas

for a total cost of $125442 million, which 
would be avail-

able by 1977 for use without charg.: by t
he partners and

other nations, such as Canada, Australia an
d Japan, who

WWII be willing to join in the experiment
 as associates

from the outset by providing $4 million eac
h towards its

cost and an experimental ground station.

• Joint and equal funding, at a cost the U.S. of some $30

minim, coupled With joint and equal mana
gement and a

faL: à eaonabk <-4:inibution ol worh betwecin the
 .0.

and "ii,'-arope. 'inc $00 million U.S. rThnre woul
d be spread

over the fiscal years 1973 throzt.gh 1977.

* A net baance or payments to the U.S. of at least $30
million, resulting from the procumment of 

the necessary

launch vehicles from the U.S. This would 
mean that over

tv.lo--thirzs01 tho cot oC Gi3 program v.7a.ficl. be
 received by

tlic U. , acvoLriaco

* Prcrztiom of action as ZCIgareiS our role it
+cnng thc

operaticnal system. it \7111 proviclz a arori.,,-; U.S. poLit!en

of in:Iktencc.) in the international Civil Aviati
on Orgn.nization,

wh1ciwill allow us to ensure the operational cys
tem t;t3 or-

ganiv3cd on a lease basis in 1,00 v/ilen thepr
.•;7:iraci*,.1 ̂ grecs:-

rae.nt cnr.pres nyici the op,71rationa1 ystern must be greed,

by ittern:aional civil aviation.

‘,.4.yn cenvincecl that the alternative of not s.7-,ning the Memorandum of

UnOorrtpme.7111,,,, in. no ".Tfyify.; pror.IndinslnUterail7 en

pro,..:•:ram vihich would C',11,!:70 norlaos hant to U.
S. civil avkitim and

hiciuntrialiptc:rel..;t:. There ii3 RD trailL;r01% F.Itrategic or commercial

tcchziolonr Involvca, in fact, the Enropunn have
 th.,.) inocy, the r.v...:ces-

sarytechnolom, tho 2.suorance of a U. f:;. Lunch — all a.,:cess
ary

in,,-;):36iey;ts to a unilateral program if they were to 
embark en this

co-xeLo of. action.
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it 152i . been t3'..1(7geStEldd by 
the Offico of Tolc 

communicationp Policy

that th Itei rativo of not111.11-. thf,) l'ilerzorandura of Uridercitanding

b3 accompanic,,c1 by a r.ne5..,
,ot.iti0rt of tilt) pro7,rarn on a much 

broader

r;colr„ b en.t.',oroi.;;:y.r,:s all Zref."..2 of 
oceanic cow.naunicationo of intor-

nationca inte::est. I iail to f.3Ce how 
such a reneoti:Iti.on can do any-

tiling other t,han delay prorafl which is naecler.1 no-ws particularly

Dince the objc.ctivos and ground 
ruic2 of alc1i. a rcnctrcotiation have

not been defIned.

1 belluvo it N701.0.0. be 02:t.realely. projudicial to 
our intercrts in the

s:.n.c1 cspacf.) ilcitla if o did not rrocaed.

011r lcademItip role !a 
interrtn.tional civil 1.vit1on. ii 1re.,1cly

clina1nir..tc.‘.:1; cant aff,orcl to curtiv.:r roaken 
our pacifier." by

in..p.bility to work rith cvr aliit..N3 in an

by dc.,51nition and treaty, is 
late:national.

of n17 revi-lora-dbilitics Ecevetro7 of Trr.„.4-Asportf.).tion,

recoraraaai that it.r.73ro7e Una rii1j.:1)2;

t1.1,41 .11:.cfcl.c.c4;c1-41.153. of "thar:;.r..),:r;tav,;,;11;fr,i R.,0 it bairm
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./ teri—THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

4"

WAS GTON INFORMATION: Mr. Israel, 1:2.-1HIN 
. • INFO CC: Gen. Lundquist

1 DEC 1(171 Mr. Dar cl ,
. Mr. Pulling, PL-1

• Mr. Cary,
• MEMORANDM FOil THE PRESIDENT 12/23/71

Subject: Aeronautical Satellite Program ;

The Department of State believes that the
proposed intcrnational, experimental aeronautical
satellite program would contribute significantly
to Our civil aviation and international relations
oblectives. The -joint and ecua]
partnership, with added participation by Australia,

• Canada and Japan, would be a concrete realization
of your announced objective to promote international
cooperation in the exploration of the peaceful
uses of space. Working together, the major
aviation states could accelerate ICAO acceptance

. of standards for satellite communications for
international air traffic control (as well as
reform underlying treaty aareements on traffic
control responsibilities to capitalize on the
cost-saving potential of advanced communications).

a follc,-LAI (J 1L..);Jc,1
capability .serving all air and sea carrier
communications needs.

Rejecting the proposed program and attempting
to obtain a revised arrangement such as a worldwide
commercial agreement before procecOing with
experimental work in air traffic control. would have
a number of serious, adverse conseouenees. This
program has been designated EuroPefs number one
communications and sace research priority and
European disappointment would be intense thus
hampering other cOop2rative space and technological
research projects. Also, it is most likely that
rejection would cause Europe and Canada to .ursue
their own e:;p2rimental aeronautical satellite prog,-=
over the main North Atlantic air routes which they
control under the Chicago Convention, and thus
undercut the possibility of a global co=l2rci.a1
capability. The Europeans have the funds, plus the
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technology in hand or under development, and we have
publicly assured them a. launch. At the very least,
since global commercial arrangements will require
lengthy and difficult domestic debate involving
the Federal Communications Commission, the courts
and the Congress, as well as extended international

• discussions, rejection of this program would
.frustrate the Administration's published objective
":of obtaining international clearance for operational
satellite-based traffic control as soon as possible.

recommend that you .endorse the proposed
program, and authorize the Secretary of Transportation

. to seek appropriate funding.

rm. .

Wifliam P. Rogers
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR: - 7 THE PRESIDENT

FROM: HENRY A. KISSINGER

PETER M. FLANIGAN

SUBJECT: Satellite for Aeronautical Telecommunications

(AEROSAT)

Following the promulgation of guidance by the O
ffice of Telecommunications

Policy (OTP), State and the FAA have negotiat
ed with the European Space

Research Organization a tentative agreement f
or a joint program to provide

a preoperational system to provide satellite c
ommunications with trans-.

oceanic aircraft. [It is term d "preo ational" because although the

satellite is not experimental,- t  rational procedures are; an "opera-

tional" system is one whose us ircraft is mandatory.] FAA wants

funds and approval to initiate he probram and is strongly supported by

State. OTP holds that the agreement is not in a
ccordance with policy

guidance, and should be rejected.

the

Under the proposed

work. OTP objects to the guarantee and wa
nts work to be bid competitively

(which the U.S. would surely win). It also wants the service to be provided

by private enterprise on a lease basis. This is proposed not only on general

grounds but in order to help get started a free
-'enterprise satellite communi-

cation service to mobile users, which 
envisions as an activity grossing

$1 billion this decade.

arrangement Europe would pay half and be 
gua.ranteed about one-third the

As OTP states in their letter to you (Tab E/Study
, Tab F) the alternatives

are: Sign the agreement or reopen negotiation
s in a different forum.

A rihyw 1 kt c( Goi4
Si(gning-tho-a.greeme-riaitia-t-e-a-neade-d-tarA 

M, will further

y7-5-rt:international cooperation in space and.will provide

areal ac-complishment in an area wherein accomplish/
Tients have been

(.44.4( 

• • •• .

f eeVc.7.7-asivrl-l-a-s head off mounting European criticism of o
ur apparent

indecisiveness in our cooperation. However, it features gov
ernment

ownership of the preoperational system, might set
 a pattern which

would preclude private sector ownership of the opera
tional system,

and includes guaranteed work sharing.



-1,24.1-k- •
5,..c,,c4(oCJ TSLA-ei-044-t-\ -- LL1.4_1'

i .._____ _.
„Renegotiation,-if-successful, we-laid-eliminate guaranteed work I

sharing, NLva!etil`d lead to private sector ownership, and w_ciald
, 

do /4
._%.„... 

so through a system which would provide the impetus for a

maritime (and other mobile) communication services industry.

2

Secretaries Rogers and Volpe urge that the agreement be signed (Tabs C

and D) the foTmer taking a strong personal position

pe-r-sertia-l-G-r-e-dix noting-that the agreement was negotiated in good faith

f=7:777h-e origiI guidance, and the latter for these reasons as well as

the international relations impact of not signing and the great difficulties,

both domestic and international, of attempting to reopen negotiations.

Rogers has repeated these views in subsequent correspondence.)

r7TP believes that the agreement should be renegotiated in order to fully
achieve your policy objectives. In this they are supported by the

Assistant to the President for International Economic Affairs.
/

Mr. Shultz believes that the agreement should be rejected, for essentially

the same reasons as OTP, well as a desire to defer the need for funds

Lt2 FY75 (Tab I.

ifWe are being approached regularly by European 
representatives who point

out the-importance with which this-program is regarded in Europe and the

adverse impact of rejecting the agreement (

It is clear that the resolution of this matter requires a balancing between

domestic and international considerations. We have carefully considered

this matter and conclude that, while the effects on domestic matters are

fairly clear, and serious, the effects on international relations are much

less obvious. The _stream of communications from Europe may be

partially motivated by their eagerness Co so- lidify- :an.arrangement which

is particularly attractive to them. Thus, the consequences of rejecting

the present draft agreement, while significant, are not likely to be dire.

The principal real concern is that Europe, out of pique, may attempt to

frustrate us in the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)._

Having examined the matter, we recommend on balance that, despite the

strong views of Secretaries Rogers and Volpe, the Aerosat negotiations be

reopened. -Moreover, to-provide assurance that these subsequent negotiations

lead to an agreement which accordswith your policy objectives, we recommend

that the negotiations should be led by your Director of Telecommunications

policy.

If you accept these recommendations, we will so advise the Secretaries of

State and Transportation.

Reopen negotiations (Our recommendation)

FAA sign agreement (OMB must amend budget to fund)

Other
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January 18, 197Z

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

I understand that General Haig and John Walsh (NSC Staff Scientific
Expert) are coming to see you this afternoon to discuss Aerosat. It
might be useful for me to sit in, but in any event, I will try as best
I can to summarize my views on this issue.

Haig and I have discussed this subject on several occasions; as you
can imagine, it is not high on his priority list. The ball has been
in his court since December 13, when I forwarded to him our latest
interagency review and a memo for the President. He and Walsh
are being advised by State that failure to sign the draft Memorandum
of Understanding by the United States and the 10 European countries
involved will cause a serious international relations problem. As
you know, State always advances this type of argument to support any
position they favor. Although the precise truth is impossible to assess,
I am convinced from my own rather extensive discussions with
communications, space, and foreign office officials from European
countries that the impact of a refusal to sign would be serious, but
that the impact of a tough-minded negotiation would be modest if
handled with some sensitivity. The State Department has argued
since mid-summer of 1971 that changes in the MOU were impossible
and that an early signing date was essential for foreign relations
reasons. However, it has always been possible for them to change
tho MOU and to delay conclusion of the negotiations when it suited
their purpose. Most recently, the State Department has argued that
failure to sign the draft MOU in early November would seriously upset
the Europeans and perhaps cause them to proceed with a unilateral
system. Haig supported this position because of growing concern
about Secretary Connally's tactics in negotiating the monetary crisis
and the upcoming Presidential summit meetings with the Europeans.
As you can see, faced with the prospect that the Administration rnifht
not approve the /NAM, State and FAA have conveniently delayed the
target date for signing. Further, we got through the Presidential
meetings with no visible effect on our international relations.
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Clearly, I cannot be the final word on the international impact of
this situation. However, one of the major responsibilities of this
Office is tbe coordination of the international communications
policies and negotiations of this country. I assume that implies a
responsibility for making responsible judgments on these matters.
If, indeed, this is a problem of serious concern at the Presidential
level, I am prepared to bow to the weight of superior authority and
judgment. However, that does not seem to be the case, as evidenced
by Haig's not having time to get to it for so long. Al and I have
discussed the problem of assessing the degree of international concern.
(At one point, he referred to "cables from Europe," which later
turned out to be one cable from the American Embassy in England.)
He and I agreed that much of the "grass roots" opposition of this type
from abroad is frequently generated by the State Department. Now,
thanks to the long delay, the Europeans are beginning to apply more
pressure in an attempt to sway the U.S. Government's decision. It
is my strong belief after several months in this effort that there is
very little tangible evidence that serious, high level international
problems would be produced by a U.S. decision to reopen the
negotiations. (State and FAA realize that the negotiations must be
reopened, in any event, to allow for certain changes that they feel
are necessary. )

I realize that OTP must share some responsibility for letting things
get to this state. Willingly accepting that, I must point out that we
were constantly battered by State and FAA that there would be
sufficient opportunity to review the memorandum once it was drafted.
Since then, they have constantly taken the position that once drafted,
it could not be changed. Needless to say, I find this behavior
reprehensible, and I could be more angry only if they are allowed to
get away with this kind of thing.

In contrast to the transient, and somewhat uncertain international
relations considerations, the case against the proposed arrangements
on their merits is overwhelming and is conceded broadly even by Haig.
The most significant reasons are as follows:

1. The provision for joint and equal government ownership
of the system will foreclose the development of maritime
and aeronautical satellite communications as a private
sector activity. Since satellites are inherently superior
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to present radio communications, we are effectively

- killing an important area of private sector communi-

cations services-. The market potential for these new

satellite services is likely to be between $500 million

and $1 billion during the first decade.

2. This case will constitute a persuasive precedent for

future space cooperation and for joint ventures among

governments in commercial applications of space. The

overwhelming majority of space applications lie in and

around the communications field, so that these agree-

ments will tend to shape the international communications

industry for a long time to come. I see no way that the

United States can retreat from precedents established in

view of the Europeans' positions in INTELSAT and NATO

and their expressed intent to use this program as a model

for future communications ventures.

3. The management provisions (providing for veto power by

both parties, equal sharing of hardware production, and

joint ownership and operation of the system) are clearly

unsound. This program is very unlikely to be unworkable

and even if it can be made to work, it is likely to lead to

more international strife than goodwill.

4. State has frequently argued that if we attempt to change

the MOU that the Europeans will "go it alone" leaving

our industry completely out of the picture. They also

inferred that the French and possibly other European

countries might well go into an alliance with the Soviet

Union. However, there is unanimous agreement in the

United States Technical Committee that the Europeans

lack important technologies needed in building a complete

satellite. The Soviet Union has never demonstrated a

capability to launch satellites into synchronized orbit

(this latter point is no doubt highly classified). To the

contrary, there are strong incentives for the Europeans

to want cooperation with us.

The program is opposed by OMB, OST, NASC, Pete Peterson, and

myself. It is blatantly contrary to published Administration policy,

dated January 7, 1971, on aeronautical satellite communications
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approved by all members of the Executive Office, including NSC,

after extensive review._Thet policy specifically stated that inter-

national cooperation is to be sought on standards, operations

arrangements, etc., but are not to involve government ownership,

joint management, and must provide for international competitive

bidding rather than production sharing by political agreement. The

arrangements proposed in the MOU are opposed by U.S. and foreign

airlines, U. S. communications carriers, and most U.S. satellite

manufacturers. There is significant opposition in the Congress and

an increasingly negative view of the Administration's handling of this

whole affair. The Senate Commerce Committee and the House

Appropriations Committee are planning hearings and the FAA has been

advised to defer signature of the 1.40U until budget clearances are

obtained from the Congress. There are no provisions in the President's

FY 73 budget for the $60 million that would be required for investment

in this program if the proposed MOU is executed.

Of course, the senior Administration witness at Congressional hear-
ings would be the Director of Telecommunications Policy, a most
unhappy event for me and the Administration if the MOLT is signed.
I cannot defend this specific program or the type of relationship

negotiated in the MOU because I feel strongly that they are unsatis-

factory from both technical and economic points of view and because
the precedents involved are seriously disadvantageous to U. S. interests.
The only basis on which I could defend our signing of this agreement
would be that certain unspecified international considerations were

controlling. In view of the hostile attitude of the Congress towards

this program, and the distinct possibility that they may object to fund-
ing the program, I would hope we would have a sufficient sense of self-

preservation, foresight, and fortitude to deal with this matter ourselves

before things get to that point.

Finally, a point somewhat less important with regard to this episode,

but of great importance for our future, is the ability of OTP to carry

out its responsibilities in the international communications area. The
Congress has made it amply clear that they look to OTP and not State
for this leadership and, indeed, one of our assigned responsibilities
is the coordination of such activity. If DOT and State are permitted
to trap the Administration into reversing its own stated policy and are
able to endrun oTP, we can be sure that there will be similar
arrangements in negotiations by other departments in the future.
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This kind of very complex negotiation is the sort of thing which OTP

Is eouipnecl to deal with and, indeed, has the reoponsibility to deal

with, that-should not end up at the White House to be mediated at the

level of Henry and yourself. However, there are many more issues

of this type coming along, and they will continue to annoy you and Henry

unless 0TP's responsibility and authority in this area are affirmed.
Our current unfortunate situation is complicated, I realize, by °Tilts

failure to bash DOT and State over the head at an earlier stage in the

negotiations. However, I have learned my lesson. I believe I can

deal with this and other matters both tactfully and strongly if I am

simply told (along with whomever else you deem relevant) to

straighten the thing out right. I have attached a memo that would

accomplish that result.

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur
DO Chron
DO Records/

Whitehead/Mansur:jm/tw 1/18/ 72
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Clay T. Whiteheadijm

DRAFT
1/17/7Z

MEMORANDUM FOR

Secretary of State

Secretary of Transportation-
Director of T elecorm.r.unication E. Pori cy

Subjc.:ct: Aeronautical Satelllte Program (Ac-trosat)

After a carelul review which took 21)10 aCCOUnt internat."; 03V.:,

.clomestic, and Congression:.1 considerationF., the President: has decided

that the proposed r.A.A./".1_,s.S110 aeronautical satellite'. program shou2ci

substantially redirected.

The. Director of Telecorrimvgnications Policy has been ilistrv.ct-,d

by the President to coo rdinte the impl.ernor.tation of his de cdsion :ilnd to

inlmcdiat c discusionr, concerning cooperation in internz,Iionaly

communications, includIng aeronautical sat ellite services, resp ,n.sive

to the. Administration's several objectiver--, in this area.

in conveying this C1C:Ci 6'1031 to 1:.:1.1ropean and other foreign

concernod, every effort will be made to reassure these g')verilinc"

the linted aates fully supportE intern3tional cooperation in space even

thoui.,h i( cannot. Lccept: the !;-:)ecific proposz,.ls containt:Id in thc.

draft 3:'.A.A/..“:0 ofUn.:7erst.-...nding.

Ct.: ( ;
•

(,!: I;I I. ;U ( I I , (.; • 
! I

•
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MEMORANDUM FOR

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON„

February 9, 1972.,

The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Transportation

SUBJECT: Aeronautical Communications Satellite
(AEROSAT)

After careful consideration of your memoranda of December 17 and 16,
respectively, and a review which took into account domestic and,Congres-
sional, as well as international considerations, the President has decided
that th.e proposed FAA/ESR.0 aeronautical satellite program as set forth
in the draft Memorandum of Understanding is not in accord with Adminis-
tration policy, and should be substantially redirected.

The 'President has instructed the Director of the Office of Telecommuni-
cations Policy to coordinate the implementation of his decision by providing
an updated statement of policy in this area, and by undertaking responsibility
for the substantive portion of the reopened negotiations for aeronautical
satellite services.

In conveying the decision to European and other foreign governments
concerned, every effort will be made to reassure these governments that
the United States fully supports international cooperation in space even
though it cannot accept the specific proposals contained in the current draft
FAA/ESRO Memorandum of Understanding. The Secretary of State will
inform these governments, with the specific form of the notification
coordinated with the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

cc: Director, OMB
Director, OTP

Henr A. Kis singer
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUl 1VE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASH IN GTON, D.C. 20504

February 11, 1972

••••••

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Kissinger

Mr. Flanigan

DIRECTOR

In order to assess the European reaction to the President's decision

to restructure Aerosat and to develop tactics for renegotiation, I

would like to review European space objectives and the Aerosat

options which may be open to them.

In discussing European objectives, we must maintain a careful

distinction between England, France, and Germany, as well as the

differing objectives of industry, ESRO, and Governments. In its

simplest terms, the objective of industry is to effect technical

parity with the United States through government subsidy and

guaranteed production quotas. ESRO supports industry but, in

addition, needs to strengthen its institutional role by shifting its

focus from scientific activities to applications. The governments

of Germany and United Kingdom are sensitive to pressures from

their industries and, therefore, reflect their views concerning

guaranteed production sharing.

The Government of France has similar views but, perhaps as

importantly, a basic and fundamental objective is related to the

Concorde. The economic viability of the Concorde is marginal

at best and is highly dependent on optimizing routes and minimizing

traffic delays on the North Atlantic and Pacific routes. Therefore,

improved air traffic control may figure prominently in French

considerations, as well as production sharing.

There are four possible reactions to U. S. overtures for renego-

tiation of Aerosat:

1. After an initial negative reaction, accept U. S. assurances
at face value and negotiate the best cooperative arrangement
available to them.
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2. Immediately reject any proposal for alteration of the

program and declare their intention to proceed with a

unilateral program in the Atlantic.

3. Enter into negotiations but ultimately reject U.S.

proposals for a restructured cooperative program

and, thereafter, proceed with a unilateral program.

4. Withdraw completely, but impede U. S. progress

toward a satellite communications system, and vote

against adoption of the associated ATC system when

it comes before ICAO in 1977-78.

The first course of action, we believe, is the most probable.

Options 2 and 4 are clearly not in accord with their objectives.

Option 3 stands as a possibility, since the Europeans could

conceivably construct a European satellite even though it would

probably not be competitive financially or in time.

If the U. S. recognizes the legitimate wishes and desires of France,

Germany, and the United Kingdom, then a restructured and

cooperative Aerosat can be effected. I believe that development

of a suitable Post-Apollo cooperative space program will go far

in meeting both the wishes of the President for space cooperation

and the legitimate ambitions of the Europeans, and yet foster

evolution of communications in the private sector in the United

States.

Attached is my plan for the initial steps in the renegotiation of

Aerosat. In addition, the President may wish to assure that

appropriate Post-Apollo initiatives are developed in the near term

so that the U. S. can advance space cooperation in the proper

spirit and framework.

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachment



ATTACHMENT 1

1. Immediately notify France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and

Spain, including assurance of U.S. desire for a restructured

cooperative program.

2. Concurrently inform the interested countries of Japan, Australia,

Philippines, Ireland, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden,

Denmark, Switzerland, Luxembourg, and New Zealand.

3. Concurrently inform Canada, coupled with personal assurances

to Minister of Communications, Robert Stanbury; seek to persuade

Canada to identify her interests with the U.S. , rather than the

Common Market, as a crucial element in the North American air

traffic system.

4. During the week of 14 February, initiate bilateral discussions

to dispel European uncertainty concerning U. S. views, and to

assess European reaction. The "informal" bilateral discussions

should be conducted at the Deputy Ministerial level with:

Germany: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Education and Science

Ministry for Transportation, Posts and

Telecommunications

France: Ministry of Post and Telecommunications

Ministry of Aviation

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

United Kingdom: Ministry of Post and Telecommunications

Secretary of Foreign and Commonwealth

Affair s

Ministry of Technology

5. Seek to establish procedures within Government to assure co-

ordination of Administration policies and programs, which effect

space cooperation, communications, and foreign relations.

6. Within the framework of 5, develop definitive proposals for:

a. European regional satellite (CEPT).

b. Government approval of the proposed transatlantic cable

and its landing in France.
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c. Broadly based technical coordination for improved ATC.

d. Expanded launch guarantees, including sale of limited class

of boosters.

7. Initiate bilateral consultation with Pacific basin nations

immediately following European discussion.

8. In coordination with Aerosat negotiations, initiate "informal"

bilateral discussions of 5b., above.

9. Evaluate results at this point before proceeding.


